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Foreword
The opportunity here is both
extensive, in terms of scale, and of
historic significance, in offering a
chance to build a better Portsmouth
than has ever existed before.
City centres across the world are changing. Well before the
current pandemic, economic and social forces had begun to
fundamentally alter long-established, deep-seated, and often
much-loved, patterns of use, activity and behaviour at the
heart of our cities. These new trends appear to be entrenched
in the UK and Portsmouth is no exception.
As has been widely reported, the Covid 19 pandemic seems
to have had the effect of dramatically increasing the pace
of change. Our new city centres will, in the next 5-10 years,
have fewer shops (albeit that those that remain will be more
dynamic and vital than previously), include more service
providers (health and fitness, beauty centres, business &
employment support, educators & retrainers for all ages, play
space & leisure operators), and offer a variety of workspaces.
More than anything else, however, they will (or could) return
to being home for more people than for many decades.

The city centre of Portsmouth is clearly tired and underemployed at present. Less than 100 years ago it was a
vibrant residential neighbourhood with the dockyard to the
north-west, Victoria Park and The Guildhall to the south,
and Commercial Road as the focal point for the whole city.
The future of the city centre lies in creating a modern,
urban setting, with the richness and vibrancy of the past,
whilst providing for the needs, demands, challenges and
technologies of the 21st century.
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1.1 Framework master plan brief
Scope of Work
Jones Lang LaSalle and Boyle+Summers have been appointed
to work with Portsmouth City Council to create and deliver
an ambitious City Centre Development Strategy (CCDS).
The development strategy will inform and support the
redevelopment of the city centre over the Plan period and be
used to support the new Local Plan.
The scope of the CCDS:
•
•

•

•
•
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Identify a high-level review of previously identified city
wide needs for new retail floorspace over the emerging
plan period
Establish the interrelationship between key drivers of a
modern economy within the city centre: innovation and
skills, economic and cultural diversity, connectivity &
quality place
Establish a commercial view on deliverability of town
centre uses (additional residential, retail, offices and
commercial leisure floorspace) within the city centre
taking account of other development within the city and
across South Hampshire
Offer strategic advice regarding regeneration of the city
centre
Explore masterplanning of core city centre area which will
set out the vision for the city centre, define objectives
which will be used to shape emerging local plan policies
and articulate the type of city centre that the city wants
to create

•
•

Produce materials suitable for promotion of regeneration
or potential adoption as Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD)
Prepare a supporting Delivery Plan.

The CCDS is divided into three main workstages: 1) a high-level
appraisal of the existing situation 2) production of a framework
master plan and 3) to provide on-going support in the context
of progressing the new Local Plan. Following the completion of
Part 1 in 2019 this framework master plan represents Part 2
of the CCDS process.
The CCDS was commissioned by Portsmouth City Council in
late 2018. Since then JLL and Boyle+Summers have worked
collaboratively with City Council members and officers to meet
the scope of works. The masterplanning team have met with
selected city centre landowners and with local stakeholders,
the latter in relation to the Future High Streets Fund.

PART 1: HIGH LEVEL APPRAISAL
Engagement with key parties/ review of existing
evidence/ interim findings & direction of actions

PART 2: FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN
Identify appetite for development/ Materials suitable
for regeneration promotion/ potential use as SPD

PART 3: ON-GOING ADVICE & SUPPORT
Involvement in Local Plan / Consultation process

CCDS KEY WORKSTAGES
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1.2 Understanding Portsmouth city centre
City Context
Portsmouth is one of the flagship cities of the south coast.
Its growth and character has been strongly influenced by its
geographical location and relationship to the sea. Home to the
Royal Navy since the C17 the city retains a strong maritime
heritage distinguished by its historic, diverse and vibrant
waterfront.
Portsmouth is the UK’s only island city and its city centre
is extremely flat and low lying. The city has a rich natural
environment with internationally protected harbours together
with other nationally and locally protected sites.
The city is compact with an average density of 5,000 people
per km2 making it the most densely populated city in the
UK apart from London. It faces many constraints on its land
from flood risk, contaminated land and nature conservation
designations. It is also tightly constrained by its sea
boundaries on three sides and Portsdown Hill to the north.
Set within this context, there are limited opportunities for
urban extensions and there are few large sites available for
development.

The need to raise the standard of design across the city
has therefore become increasingly important to encourage
investment and create a high-quality urban environment.
The City Council have defined a vision of the city in the Local
plan and stated their aspiration to make Portsmouth world
class. To achieve this the city must be able to compete
economically, environmentally and socially with other growth
and renewal locations locally, regionally and nationally.
It needs more homes, more community facilities and more
business space. Given the physically constrained character
of the city overall, the city centre is a key location to deliver
those needs. The city centre is seen as playing a particularly
significant role in meeting the city’s housing targets for the
next Local Plan period. The current adopted Local Plan (2012)
identifies the city centre as being able to absorb 1,600 new
homes, 50,000 m2 of retail and significant office space.

“ To make Portsmouth

the premier waterfront
city, with an unrivalled
maritime heritage - a
great place to live,
work and visit.

“

The Vision for Portsmouth, The Portsmouth Plan 2012

In recent years award winning schemes such as Gunwharf
Quays, the iconic Spinnaker Tower and striking Ben Ainslie
Racing HQ have improved Portsmouth’s image. The city’s
historic areas, notably the historic dockyard, however continue
to be valued by residents and visitors. Large parts of the city
still suffer with poor quality layout and design.

portsmouth city centre development strategy
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There are a number of major initiatives spread across
Portsmouth that are the focus of regeneration activity. These
include Tipner West, the largest area of undeveloped land
within the city, with emerging proposals for a new marine
employment campus, more than 4,000 new homes, 35ha of
open space and a 15ha public waterfront park. Closer to the
master plan area, Fratton Rd and Commercial Rd have been
included in the bid to secure Future High Streets funding to
help transform and reshape the high streets in a way that
drives economic growth and sustainably improves living
standards.

TIPNER WEST

TIPNER
EAST

HM NAVAL
BASE

CITY-WIDE REGENERATION CONTEXT
South East Hampshire
Rapid Transit Core Network

Major Regeneration Site

South East Hampshire Rapid
Transit Future Aspiration

Park & Ride Extension

Future High Streets

Coastal Defences

Air Quality Management
Area (AQMA)

Railway & Station

Port Air Quality Plan

City Centre Framework
Master Plan Area

City Centre Beyond Master
plan Area

4

ST JAMES / LANGSTONE
HORATIO &
LEAMINGTON
HOUSES
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & REGENERATION STRATEGY 2019-2036
KEY THEMES & OBJECTIVES
Alignment with the city’s Economic Development &
Regeneration Strategy
Portsmouth’s Economic Development and Regeneration
Strategy is an important part of the positive plan for change
in the city. It seeks to maximise competitive advantage and
exploit to the full the city’s unique strengths and assets to
boost economic prosperity. It will deliver inclusive growth and
sustainable development.
The strategy identifies a number of key themes and supporting
objectives, which are shown in the table opposite. Key strategy
targets for delivering an economic step change include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Workplace employment: 7,000 more jobs in Portsmouth in
2036 than in 2017
Resident employment: an extra 7,000 Portsmouth
residents in work by 2036
Productivity: £60,000 of GVA per person by 2036
compared to £45,000 in 2017
Higher wages: £1,000 a week average earning by
employees in Portsmouth by 2036 compared to £500
today
Skills target: 5% with no qualifications in 2036, compared
to 7.5% today
Skills target: 40% educated to at least NVQ Level 4 by
2036 compared to 35% today

This city centre focussed framework master plan has a vital
role in helping to realise these ambitions.

1. Strengthen the Portsmouth brand
1.1 Build the brand: the great waterfront city
2. Become a destination city for ideas & innovation
2.1 Create a marine & maritime engineering &/or clean growth innovation quarter
2.2 Build on the strengths of the advanced manufacturing & engineering cluster
2.3 Boost innovation, research & creativity to attract entrepreneurs & support the economy
3. Put people at the heart of regeneration
3.1 Prioritise a qualifications progression skills strategy for local talent
3.2 Address low educational & pupil attainment in Portsmouth
3.3 Empower residents in Portsmouth to raise the city’s economic activity rate
4. Infrastructure and place
4.1 Push for new & improved public transport links regionally & locally
4.2 Delivery of major transport infrastructure in Portsmouth
4.3 Improve the city’s housing offer
4.4 Upgrade local place infrastructure & enhance the city waterfront
4.5 Increase digital connectivity & utilities capacity
4.6 Embrace Portsmouth’s environmental & wildlife assets & tackle climate change
5. Create a thriving and competitive business environment
5.1 Invest in & strengthen the visitor & creative industries sector
5.2 Diversify the economy into more knowledge-based sectors
5.3 Revitalise the city centre, & high streets across the city
5.4 Make Portsmouth the most business-friendly city with the best support for businesses

portsmouth city centre development strategy
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“ To make Portsmouth Britain’s

premier waterfront technology and
innovation city - a great place to
invest, learn, live, work and visit

and the most attractive place for
starting, growing or relocating a
business.

“

The Vision for Portsmouth, The Economic Development & Regeneration Strategy

Economic drivers of success: Waterfront
(top), Spinnaker Tower (middle), Ben
Ainsley Racing HQ (bottom)

6
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1.3 The geography of the framework master plan

HM NAVAL
BASE

MASTER PLAN
AREA

PORTSMOUTH
HISTORIC DOCKYARD

CASCADES

CITY CENTRE

VICTORIA
PARK

PORTSMOUTH &
SOUTHSEA STATION
FRATTON
STATION

GUILDHALL
GUNWHARF
QUAYS
portsmouth city centre development strategy
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Image from Goolgearth 2019:
Significant recent buildings are
therefore missing or shown under
construction.

CASCADES

HM NAVAL
BASE
PORTSMOUTH & SOUTHSEA
RAILWAY STATION

VICTORIA PARK
GUILDHALL
SQUARE

MASTERPLAN AREA FROM ABOVE (as it is today)
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City centre framework master plan area
The City centre framework master plan area (‘master plan
area’) defines a varied area which contains a number of unique
attributes and challenges. The 60ha boundary incorporates a
range of important locations and is bounded:
•

•
•
•

to the north; A3 Mile End Rd acts as the entrance to
the city centre, which together with Princess Royal Rd,
Flathouse Rd and Old Commercial Rd, creates a physical
and challenging barrier for local residential communities
to the east; adjoins the largely residential communities of
Buckland, Landport and Fratton
to the south; Winston Churchill Ave, also a key route to the
city centre, offers links with the University campus
to the west; by the A3 Hope St, Alfred Rd and Anglesea
Rd which define the HM Naval Base and edge of Victoria
Park

As one would expect in an historic city with a dominant single
landowner/employer (Royal Navy) and significant post-Second
World War investment in infrastructure, the current master plan
area is fragmented with significant physical and visual barriers
sub-dividing the area. Pockets formed around traditional
streets are segregated by wide urban highways or adjoin tired
office or commercial space, whilst student accommodation sits
cheek-by-jowl with the surface car parking or the raised tracks
of the railway.
The highlights include verdant Victoria Park, the pomp of The
Guildhall and its Square, the epic Central Library, the elegant
New Theatre Royal at the centre of tree-lined Guildhall Walk,
the darkly dramatic Catherine House (formerly Zurich House)
insurance-to-student residential conversion, Charles Dickens
house in preserved isolation in Old Commercial Road, and the
cobbled remnant of old Landport that is Pye Street.

The railway line with Portsmouth and Southsea Railway Station
forms a physical barrier and splits the area into two parts.
Ten minutes’ walk from the master plan area is the waterfront
containing the Historic Dockyard, Gunwharf Quays, Old
Portsmouth and Southsea Common. These attractions draw
the majority of visitors to the city whereas the master plan
area typically serves citizens of Portsmouth.

Victoria Park (top), Central Library
(middle), New Theatre Royal (bottom)

portsmouth city centre development strategy
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1.4 City centre key challenges
Urbanisation and technology are challenging the traditional
role and function of our city centres. Online sales growth is
resulting in fewer stores, falling footfall, more vacancies and
traditional anchors like department stores closing.
Lifestyle trends and technology are also transforming how
people want to work, live, learn and play; how businesses
operate and interact and the experiences and impressions
they want to create for workers and customers. The Grimsey
Review (2013) refers to an alternative future for the High
Street and the need to reshape centres as great places where
all of these activities can mix and take place throughout the
day.
The comprehensive development of the city centre will help
provide the best opportunity for the energy of interactions,
creativity, passion, and culture that city life provides to thrive.

Planning for growth
Given the constrained nature of Portsea island, housing
land supply is an inherent issue. The city centre’s housing
market in recent years has been dominated by high rise
student housing and this has the potential to create an
unbalanced housing market. Strategic sites like Tipner/Horsea
are also programmed for delivery within the emerging plan
period, which will deliver a substantial number of homes and
associated infrastructure. However, the city centre, as shown in
this framework master plan, has the capacity for up to 6,500
new homes which is significantly more than previous estimates.
This is largely because more sites are likely to come forward
as other city centre uses, particularly retail, require less
floorspace.

The city centre however faces a number of key challenges that
the framework master plan must address.

A focus on excellent amenities, access to good education
facilities, and an environment that emphasises greening
and accessible play spaces must be provided if families with
children and older people are to be attracted to live in city
centre.

Climate Change
Portsmouth City Council declared a climate emergency in
March 2019, and is investing in schemes and projects, large
and small, that will make a difference to the city and the
planet. The redevelopment of the city centre presents a
significant opportunity to address climate change, enabling
local residents and businesses to change the way they live,
move around the city, and act in a more environmentally
responsible manner.

No identifiable business district
The majority of transactions for office space have been
focused away from the city centre. The quantum of space
transacted within the city is less than 10,000ft2 per annum,
whereas out-of-town it is between 160 – 190,000 ft2 per
annum. Lakeside at North Harbour provides the majority of
high-quality office space within Portsmouth. This is located on
the M27 to the north and relies heavily on the use of private
transport for access.
Recent student high-rise completed

10

Stanhope House (top), former Tricorn
Centre site awaiting redevelopment
(middle), Unite Students Greetham St
(bottom)
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The lack of high quality office space within the city centre
is partly due to the introduction of Permitted Development
Rights for office to residential conversion and partly due to
viability concerns with new build offices. This has resulted in a
significant loss of dedicated office space, with no purpose-built
office space being consented within the city centre in recent
times.
Leisure destinations too few and far between
The development of Gunwharf Quays as a shopping and
leisure attraction has undoubtedly impacted on footfall within
the master plan area. Located at the waterfront, Gunwharf
Quays hosts a casino, bowling alley and cinema, as well as a
number of high street and luxury brands which could be well
placed in the master plan area. Whilst there are some leisure
offers within the master plan area they are dispersed. More
focus should be placed on encouraging these uses back into
the master plan area. By doing so, this will encourage more
people to stay longer and spend more in the master plan area,
including tourists and day visitors.
A transport network under pressure
The City Council’s Transport Delivery Plan (2013) has identified
the general city centre highway network as suffering from
potential capacity issues. The extensive area dedicated to
accommodating the high numbers of vehicles passing through
has the effect of dominating the northern part of the city
centre. For pedestrians and cyclists, this means poor quality,
often hostile environments, inconvenient routes and inefficient
travel times. The 2013 City Centre Master plan SPD identified
the realignment of the highway network coming into the city to
allow for improved vehicular movements, whilst also freeing up
a number of potential development sites.

Subsequent significant road configuration schemes have
all been discontinued, with recent emphasis switching to
discouraging private vehicles in favour of improved public
transport.
Poor air quality
Alongside many other congested cities around the UK,
Portsmouth has been identified as having to reduce air
pollution levels as quickly as possible. Within the city centre
there is currently one Air Quality Management Area predicted
to exceed the annual nitrogen dioxide National Air Quality
Objective. The City Council has produced an Air Quality
Strategy to cover the period 2017-2027 and is committed
to improving air quality across the city for the benefit of
current and future generations. It is working closely with the
Government’s Joint Air Quality Unit to develop a plan to ensure
that levels of nitrogen dioxide in the city are reduced below
legal limits in the shortest possible time - known as the Air
Quality Local Plan.

Parts of the master plan area are traffic
dominated with poor air quality and act
as barriers to connectivity. Shopping and
leisure destination of Gunwharf Quays
(bottom)
portsmouth city centre development strategy
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Mile En

Poor arrival experience
The main approaches into the city centre, including the arrival
at Portsmouth & Southsea station, create a poor impression
for visitors and residents of the city centre, being either
bleak highways flanked by low quality architecture or tired,
fragmented and cramped public realm. Such areas need
substantial improvements to become positive assets of the
regenerated and renewed city centre.

d Rd

Flathouse
Rd

Comme

rcial Rd

t
eS
Hop

Key city centre arrival points are:
Lake

HM NAVAL BASE

•
•
•
•
•

Portsmouth & Southsea Station
to the north; Church St & Market Way Roundabouts
to the east; Lake Rd, Crasswell St, Arundel St, pedestrian
bridge over the railway, Hyde Park Rd
to the south; Winston Churchill Ave, A3 St Michael’s Rd
to the west; Queen St, Park Rd and from HM Naval Base
Unicorn Rd and Flathouse Rd

Rd

ay
tW

rke

Ma

CASCADES

Crasswell St

ian Way

Bishop Crisp

Ar undel St

Stan ho pe Rd

VICTORIA
PARK

Station

Anglesea Rd

POOR ARRIVAL POINTS

City Arrival

Obscure Park Entrance
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bard

Guild
hall
Walk

Cascade Entrance

Local Arrival

Isam

GUILDHALL

Big City Arrival

St

PORTSMOUTH & SOUTHSEA
RAILWAY STATION

UNITED SERVICES
RECREATION GROUND
Winston Churc

hill Av

Br un
el Rd
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Mile En
d Rd

Flathouse
Rd

pe

St

rcial Rd

Ho

Comme

Severance with surrounding communities
Due to their width, layout and high traffic volumes, Mile End
Road, Hope Street, Commercial Road, Market Way and Winston
Churchill Avenue represent both physical and psychological
barriers between the city centre and surrounding communities.
The city centre is part of the home environment for these
communities. There are a number of significant development
opportunities on the edges of the master plan area which,
with street enhancements, pleasant walking routes and public
transport improvements, would enable these areas to stitch
back together.

Lake

HM NAVAL BASE
t
rke

Ma

Rd

y
Wa

Charlotte St

CASCADES
Crasswell St

ian Way

Bishop Crisp

Ar undel St

Stan ho pe Rd

VICTORIA
PARK

Commercial Rd
Stress Area

Roundabouts as NonPlace

Buildings as Blockages

Railway Divider

Hidden Victoria Park

GUILDHALL

Isam

bard

Br un
el Rd

Guild
hall
Walk

Strategic Traffic First
Routes

Dockyard Wall Barrier

Station

St
PORTSMOUTH
& SOUTHSEA
RAILWAY STATION

Anglesea Rd

SEVERANCE & BARRIERS

UNITED SERVICES
RECREATION GROUND
Winston Churchill

Av
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Fractured urban form
The urban morphology of Portsmouth has developed over
time. The plan and images opposite show the present grain
of the master plan area. The intensity of the urban grain to
the south and along the central section of Commercial Rd
is clear. To the south of the railway station and railway line
there is a much tighter pattern of urban form, with buildings
typically at street edge, with shorter block lengths and a higher
level of permeability running east west and north south. In
contrast, the Cascades, former post office and supermarkets
in the central and northern part of the area are characteristic
of urban planning towards the end of the C20 with large,
dispersed, low density patterns of buildings and poorly
enclosed spaces dominated by vehicle access and parking. For
these locations the sense of enclosure, definition and presence
of pedestrian-friendly spaces are clearly challenged. The
aim of the framework master plan is to mend the fragmented
arrangement of urban form with a layout of streets, spaces and
building footprints that contribute to a new sense of connection
and definition at a more human scale.

URBAN MORPHOLOGY

14

Existing Building within
Master Plan Area

Victoria Park

Existing City Building

Naval Docks
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Dispersed Low Density, Boxland,
Dominated By Vehicle Access & Parking

Brutal Or Defensive Buildings With Broad,
Deep Setbacks, Creating Poorly
Enclosed Spaces

Urban Wasteland, Surface Parking,
Awaiting Development
portsmouth city centre development strategy
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Mile En
d Rd

Flathouse
Rd

pe

St

rcial Rd

Ho

Comme

Underused and vacant land
The extent of vacant and underused land, as well as empty or
dilapidated buildings, particularly in the northern part of the
city centre, presents a degraded and downbeat environment.
Most of the northern area of the city centre is dominated by
large surface car parks, accentuating the severance issue
between the city centre and the communities living next to it.
Large parts of the master plan area do not convey the richness
and dynamism that typically characterise the heart of a vibrant
metropolis. The redevelopment of vacant and underused land
and buildings are key for the success of the Framework Master
plan and regeneration of the city centre.

Lake

HM NAVAL BASE

Rd

ay
tW

rke

Ma

Charlotte Street

?

CASCADES

Crasswell St

?

ian Way

Bishop Crisp

Ar undel St

Stan ho pe Rd

VICTORIA
PARK

St

Anglesea Rd

Station

bard

UNDERUSED & VACANT LAND

?
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Uncertain Future Site

Br un
el Rd

?

Potential Dockyard Release
(Long Term Potential)

Guild
hall
Walk

Underused or Vacant Site

PORTSMOUTH & SOUTHSEA
RAILWAY STATION

Isam

GUILDHALL

UNITED SERVICES
RECREATION GROUND

?

?
Winston Churchill
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An incomplete pedestrian, cycle and open space network
The overall pedestrian and cycling network is of mixed quality
and discourages walking or cycling across the city centre.
Similarly, there are open spaces scattered throughout the city
centre that lack the attractive pedestrian routes and simple
wayfinding between them that would help define a pedestrian,
cycle and open space network.
Student housing
In recent years there has been a surge in bespoke student
housing provision in locations close to the University of
Portsmouth. In total, schemes over 4,000 bedrooms are being
delivered in a relatively limited area. This brings significant
implications for the city as a whole, together with a new
dynamic to city centre life.
Solent Nitrates
High levels of nitrogen draining in to the Solent have caused
excessive growth of green algae, which is having a detrimental
impact upon the region’s internationally protected ecological
habitats. As a response to this, the City Council have prepared
a Nitrate Mitigation Strategy – Interim Strategy for New
Dwellings (November 2019) - which sets out ways to address
the issue, principally through tariffs.
Covid-19
The pandemic has impacts at many scales and has made
us all acutely aware of the negative effects that certain
urban conditions can have on our lives. The way we design
the city centre in the future will be strongly influenced by
our experiences. As authorities face the longer-term task
of tackling structural inequalities in health, society and the
economy exposed by the pandemic, there will be a growing

need for a diverse range of planning and design measures.
The above factors have informed the spatial vision for the city
centre in numerous ways.
Gunwharf Quays
With the development of GunWharf Quays the centre of
the city has become split between this privately-managed,
waterside destination and the ageing, former retail, leisure and
commercial heart centred on Commercial Rd within the master
plan area. The disconnect between the two locations, even
though they are physically close, acts to confuse visitors and
split activity, with Gunwharf Quays tending to benefit more,
continuing to attract a strong sub-regional retail and leisure
spend.
Social infrastructure requirements
The city centre is home to a diverse residential community with
capacity for an additional 6,500 new homes. Improved and
new social infrastructure is required to support current and
future residents, with more education and healthcare facilities,
green space, and a greater emphasis on securing improved
minimum standards.

Poor pedestrian environment (top),
underused Matalan site next to the
railway station (middle), recent student
development Crown Place (bottom)

portsmouth city centre development strategy
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1.5 City centre opportunities
Building the Vision
With a clear vision describing its future the broadest range of
stakeholders can begin to bring the vision in to focus. New
development and regeneration initiatives in the city centre
should all seek to promote parts of that vision. Beauty,
durability and adaptability will be key principles in making or
remaking spaces and places that identifiably represent the
heart of the proud city of Portsmouth.
The greatest opportunity lies in rebuilding, and knitting
together, a city centre that can once again become the
dominant location within the city, the centre of public and
commercial life in a civilised, attractive, welcoming and open
city.
More people living in the city centre
Maintaining and growing a significant residential population
is essential for the successful performance of the city centre.
If all the homes contained in the Framework Master plan
were built, the city centre population could rise by more than
12,000. This offers great potential in terms of an increased
catchment population as well as a need to develop an open
and diverse city centre to support them.
Residents, developers and investors will be demanding in
terms of the nature of the homes provided, the quality of the
public realm and the facilities alongside both. These will help
ensure confidence in their investment. A safe, attractive and
welcoming city centre, with shopping, leisure, open space and
other amenities as required is essential.

18

A comprehensive approach should be taken that improves
accessibility, the public realm, food and entertainment
offerings and other aspects that make the city centre a viable
and appealing place to live.
There will be a need to ensure that future city centre
residential developments are appropriately located and
contribute to the creation of balanced communities. Concerted
and long-term efforts must be made to bridge the divide
between the city centre and its adjoining communities so that
it represents a city centre that belongs to all.
City centre housing should be designed to best practice
urban design and architectural principles to ensure durable
and adaptable living spaces. Individual developments should
always incorporate small open spaces where family housing
is included in the mix. Attractive and easily usable external
amenity space should be available to all residents. The
city centre as a whole should feature a majority of streets
designed as shared spaces catering for a range of needs.
A greener & healthier city centre
The city centre deserves a high quality, well-maintained
public realm, with sustained investment in tree planting and
green spaces, in order to increase biodiversity, improve visual
appearance and help to mitigate against the effects of climate
change.
Green technologies should be encouraged, with key
developments producing exemplar sustainable buildings,
whilst continuing to respond and reinforce the Portsmouth
personality (see below).

The city centre should be a safe and stimulating place
for children and families to live and visit. An enlivened
public realm, which is interesting, inventive and playful, will
encourage people to dwell more outdoors and increase footfall
for businesses.
Changing shopping offer
Given the changing face of retail it is likely that developments
comprising a mix of uses will create a more viable model for
regeneration and a diversified city centre offer. Bringing more
life to Commercial Rd is essential to creating confidence in
city centre shopping and to preventing further slippage of the
offer. One of the opportunities is to find a way to populate
the shopping area with experiences and businesses that are
less vulnerable to losing trade to the internet. These might
include shops where stock changes are frequent and prices
low (similar to market stalls), or shops where look, size, feel or
smell cannot be assessed adequately online, or shops dealing
in super-fresh goods.
Whilst Cascades is a major impediment to connectivity, there
are no plans to redevelop it in the short to medium term.
Both the physical environment and its overall offer are in
need of a refresh to upgrade the asset and make the most
of its potential for the city centre. The owner-operator has
already made some in-roads in this regard and further positive
enhancements are likely in the next few years. From an urban
design and regeneration perspective it is important that the
external envelope of the building is improved. To a large extent
this is about changing the building so it is both inward and
outward-facing.
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The potential of Charlotte Street to the north would be greatly
improved, for instance, if the Cascades elevation along
its southern edge included more windows to allow natural
surveillance of the street.
Shift from building roads to creating streets
Large parts of the city centre are currently car-dominated at
the expense of good placemaking and environmental quality.
This is especially the case for the northern part of the area
and strategic traffic routes bordering the Naval Dockyard.
High volumes of traffic also traverse the area using Unicorn
Rd, Stanhope Rd, Station St, Isambard Brunel Rd and Winston
Churchill Ave. There are clear benefits to reversing this pattern
with a fundamental shift to creating places for people.

EXISTING SITUATION

The master plan area is dominated by 20th century urban
highways, car parks and an inward-facing shopping mall - none
of which are appropriate for a mixed-use, streets-based city
centre.

FUTURE APPROACH

The master plan area should be designed for pedestrians first
and public transport second. Vehicles arriving from the M275 will
enter place-based streets which are multi-modal and primarily
designed to offer pleasant places to live, work and socialise.

MOVING TO A CITY CENTRE BUILT AROUND PLACEMAKING
Traffic Based Area
Place Based Area
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There is scope to better integrate key destinations within the
city centre such as the station, shopping core on Commercial
Rd, Victoria Park, Guildhall and Guildhall Square.

Mile En

Reconnect the city centre inside and out
There are numerous opportunities to improve the overall
permeability and connectivity of the city centre, particularly the
city centre communities on its fringes to the east. The master
plan area could be more attractive through a reallocation of
some road space and redesigned facilities for all. Roads would
become streets and would allow for a steady flow of traffic
whilst encouraging other modes, as well as making space for
public realm.
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All proposals within the master plan area should reinforce
the compact, walkable nature of the city centre. New and
existing streets should be improved to enhance connectivity
and access, to both the city centre and public transport. By
considering the needs of the pedestrian and cyclist ahead of
vehicles, high quality and safe access can be achieved.
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Mile En

There is the opportunity to create new north-south and
east-west connections that will open up and inter-connect this
part of the city centre, making it easier to understand and get
around.
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Further connections north-south and east-west could be made
if Cascades were redeveloped, but these appears unlikely in
the short to medium term.
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The city centre’s continued growth would benefit from a
focussed business/work location designed to foster creativity,
enterprise and innovation. The area around Portsmouth &
Southsea station is an ideal location in terms of accessibility,
land availability and known constraints. The design of
workplace buildings, including coworking and live-work uses,
should combine quality with a relaxed and informal ambience
that blends seamlessly with adjoining areas and uses.

Mile En

A new business location
There is the potential for an even greater number of people
to work in the city centre. Together they have the potential
to promote a lively and active city centre, especially around
lunchtime and after work.
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There is also an opportunity to consider a major employer
being located at the northern end of the main pedestrian spine
where it can help to drive footfall and activity as part of a new
city destination.
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Mile En

Respect the past
The master plan area contains a range of heritage assets that
are generally located in and around Victoria Park and The
Guildhall. A significant outlier is Mile End Conservation Area
preserving a remnant of Old Commercial Rd.
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Surviving historic streets and routes extend much more widely
and indicate the original pattern of paths and movement
through the strategy area (see over the page).
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South of Guildhall Square and around Edinburgh Rd are the
most complete areas comprised of positive streets, where
active frontages enclose traditional, multi-modal public streets.
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As the plans below show, the historic street pattern of 1898
survives in fragments across the master plan area. Commercial
Rd, which ran north before linking east with London Rd at
North End, remains in large part, but is disconnected by
C20 highway schemes. Arundel St, Crasswell St and Lake Rd
provide important, if compromised, connections from the east.

War damage, combined with large footprint infrastructure
and amorphous spaces left over - commercial, civic and retail
schemes - effectively removed many other historic streets.
Tiny vestiges of the historic fabric are visible in places like Pye
St. However, the fine urban grain of the historic city was lost,
especially the strikingly direct flow of streets from the southeast and north-east towards to the centre of the city.
Parts of the historic streetscape survive at Pye St

HISTORIC STREET PATTERN (1898)
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PRESENT DAY STREET PATTERN
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A greater sense of arrival
The city centre possesses a variety of key arrival points and
gateway locations which are important in the legibility of
the place. Developments at these locations should be of an
appropriate scale and design quality to reflect their relative
importance. As a minimum they should represent a positive
statement, should be open and outward-looking, and should
be easily differentiated from one another. Tall buildings will not
always be appropriate and landmarks can be signified using
other architectural tools.
A Portsmouth personality
The character of the city might be likened to its personality.
If Portsmouth’s personality reflects the historic headlines,
then it is split between the formality, order and discipline of its
offshore traditions, from the raucous, free and spontaneous
life lived in its streets, inns and dance halls. Embodying these
attributes in the new or refreshed fabric of the city centre
is clearly impossible, but avoiding too great an emphasis
on formality in the layout or architecture is achievable and
desirable. Similarly, space for informality and spontaneity can
be provided in truly public space or freedom of architectural
expression.
Portsmouth is celebrated as a great waterfront city and this
is represented in its broad social history and urban fabric.
The master plan area is landlocked with the naval docks to
the west and ferry ports to the north. Gunwharf Quays and
its waterside are some ten minutes’ walk away. There are
opportunities, however, to showcase water and the city’s
maritime heritage within the city centre, with a co-ordinated
landscape, urban design and redevelopment strategy. The
imaginative use of water could act as a magnet for

local residents and visitors, adding to the authenticity and
distinctiveness of the city centre.
There are already a number of existing developments that
serve as quality standard bearers for the city (see page 26).
The majority are located within the southern and western parts
of the master plan area. New development should speak of
the city and seek to project Portsmouth’s unique personality.
The choice and use of materials, texture, rhythm, proportions,
colour, human scale and detailing are all vital elements in
crafting beautiful, lasting and successful buildings and spaces.
The identification and promotion of distinct character areas
within the city centre will also help differentiate it, developing
a rich and positive image that everyone can relate to, be they
residents and communities, workers or visitors.
The design of street components such as surface materials,
signs, seats, bins, lights and public art are the final strand in
producing a coherent and unified new setting for city life.
Park & Ride
The city’s state-of-the-art Park & Ride service offers
commuters and visitors a quick, easy and inexpensive way into
Portsmouth. It is located on the M275, Junction 1, and is open
daily. Buses run every 10 minutes at peak times, with request
stops including the city centre, Portsmouth University and The
Hard Interchange. The hop-on, hop-off nature of the service
also means passengers can travel between stops. There
are currently 665 car parking spaces with plans to expand
provision. Centred on a network of direct bus-priority routes,
rapid transit aims to improve reliability, making it easier and
quicker for people to travel in the area via public transport.

Future High Streets Fund (FHSF)
The FHSF is a £1bn scheme set up to help transform UK high
streets by the Government, partly due to the changing pattern
of retail. The City Council currently has a live bid for £4.9m for
projects within Commercial Rd within the master plan area. A
bid has also been submitted for a similar sum for Fratton Road
outside the master plan area.
Transforming Cities Fund
The City Council and Hampshire County Council have been
successful in a bid for a share of the Department for
Transport’s £1.28 billion Transforming Cities Fund. This fund
is for public transport improvements across South East
Hampshire. Building on the success of the Star and Eclipse,
the Hard Interchange and Portsmouth Park & Ride, the
Transforming Cities Fund will enable the next phase of the
South East Hampshire Rapid Transit (SEHRT) network.

A successful Future High Streets bid
will help transform Commercial Rd
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Selection of standard bearers of city identity
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1.6 Changing policy
National Planning Policy Framework
Since the adoption of the Local Plan and the previous City
Centre SPD the Government have issued the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF).

•

Chapter 7 of the NPPF seeks to ensure the vitality of town
centres. This seeks to ensure that planning policies should:

National Design Guide
The NPPF expects planners to refuse development if it
fails to improve the character or quality of an area and the
way it functions. To enshrine what that means in practice,
the Government has produced the National Design Guide
(2019) and will follow this with a National Model Design Code.
Good design is set out in the guide under the following 10
characteristics:

•
•

•
•

•
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Define a network and hierarchy of town centres and
promote their long-term vitality and viability by allowing
them to grow and diversify
Define the extent of town centres and primary shopping
areas, and make clear the range of use permitted in such
locations, as part of a positive strategy for the future of
each centre
Retain and enhance existing markets and, where
appropriate, introduce or create new ones
Allocate a range of suitable sites in town centres to meet
the scale and type of development likely to be needed,
looking at least ten years ahead. Meeting anticipated
needs for retail, leisure, office and other main town centre
uses over this period should not be compromised by
limited site availability, so town centre boundaries should
be kept under review where necessary
Where suitable and viable town centre sites are not
available for main town centre uses, allocate appropriate
edge of centre sites that are well connected to the
town centre. If sufficient edge of centre sites cannot be
identified, policies should explain how identified needs
can be met in other accessible locations that are well
connected to the town centre

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Recognise that residential development often plays an
important role in ensuring the vitality of centres and
encourage residential development on appropriate sites.

Context - highlights the importance of understanding
place
Identity - a positive and coherent identity should work
towards improving people’s health and well-being, as well
as respond to climate change
Built form - well-designed built form should comprise
walkable neighbourhoods, sustainable transport,
recognisable streets and memorable features
Movement - a choice of sustainable transport
modes needs to be provided, promoting activity and
social inclusion, whilst creating green infrastructure
opportunities
Nature - existing and new natural features need to be
combined to form a multifunctional network that supports
quality of place, biodiversity, water management, climate
mitigation and resilience

6. Public spaces - a hierarchy of spaces should promote
well-being and inclusion, whilst being safe and attractive
7. Uses - a mixture of live, work and play is essential for the
creation of successful places, accompanied by a mixture
of tenures, types and sizes
8. Homes and buildings - should relate positively to
the private, shared and public spaces around them,
contributing to social interaction
9. Resources - a well-designed place should have a layout,
form and mix of uses which reduces land, energy and
water resources
10. Lifespan - places should be planned, designed and
managed for long-term stewardship which is robust,
adaptable and easy.
Permitted Development Rights
A change of use of land or buildings will in nearly all cases
require some form of planning permission if it constitutes a
material change of use. Many uses in town centres fall within
Commercial, Business and Service use classes as confirmed by
the use class order. Movement from one use to another within
the same use class is deemed not to constitute development
and consequentially would not require planning permission.
A broad range of national permitted development rights, as
set out within the General Permitted Development Order,
allow for appropriate changes of use in town centres. These
rights are set out in the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015, as amended.
Many of these permitted development rights relate to uses
defined in the Use Classes Order before it was amended on 1
September 2020. These rights will continue to apply in their
current form until 31 July 2021.
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Some permitted development rights allow the change of use
without any application process. This includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

from shops to financial and professional services uses,
such as a bank
from financial and professional services, a betting shop or
pay day loan shop to a shop
from a betting shop or pay day loan shop to financial and
professional services
from a restaurant or café, or a hot food takeaway to a
shop or financial or professional services
from a hot food takeaway to a restaurant or café
from a shop, financial and professional services, betting
shop or pay day loan shop with two flats above.

Further permitted development rights allow for a change of
use subject to prior approval by the local planning authority on
specific planning matters:
•
•
•
•
•
•

from shops and financial and professional services, a
betting shop or pay day loan shop to a restaurant or café
from shops and financial and professional services, a
betting shop or pay day loan shop to an assembly and
leisure use
from shops, financial and professional services, a betting
shop, pay day loan shop, launderette, and hot food
takeaway premises to office use
from shops, financial and professional services, a betting
shop, pay day loan shop, launderette, and hot food
takeaway premises to residential use
from amusement arcades / centres or casinos to
residential use
from offices to residential use.

To support new ventures and pop-ups and avoid buildings
being left empty until 31 July 2021, a separate right allows
a range of uses (such as offices, shops, financial and
professional services, restaurants and cafes, hot food
takeaways, assembly and leisure uses) to convert temporarily
to another use (such as office, shop, financial and professional
service, restaurant) for a single continuous period of up to
three years. This allows start-ups to test a new business
model, and then to seek planning permission for the
permanent change of use on that or another site.

In addition, the amended regulations introduce new Classes
into the GPDO – to allow ‘New dwellinghouses on detached
blocks of flats’ (which grants the right to extend purpose
built blocks of flats upwards by two additional storeys) and
to allow for the construction of one or two additional storeys,
consisting of new flats, built on top of the highest existing
storey of certain other buildings. The new rights are subject
to prior approval from the local planning authority and so an
application must be made in each case.

The same right now allows for the temporary change of use to
specified community uses (health centre, art gallery, museum,
public library, public hall or exhibition hall) to provide a greater
mix of uses on the high street and increase footfall, and bring
community uses closer to communities.

Future High Streets
The Government recognise that the High streets have been
badly impacted by major changes within the retail sector.
Online shopping has become significantly more popular, which
in turn has reduced barriers to entry in the retail market. This
has seen consumers change what they want from their local
high street. As a result, high streets are having to evolve and
adapt. Evidence shows that high streets with a wide choice
alongside well designed and planned residential and office
space are more resilient to these changes and are adapting
more successfully.

Other permitted development rights provide for physical works
to support the operation of shops or financial and professional
services, including:
•
•
•
•

extensions to existing buildings
the provision of click and collect facilities for shops
modification of shop loading bays
hard surfacing for shops, financial and professional
services and restaurants.

In contrast, high streets that rely heavily on traditional retail,
without sufficient office space and housing surrounding them,
have found it harder to adapt to these changes and tend to be
the ones that are struggling.
The Government have set up a new £675 million Future High
Streets Fund to help local areas to respond to and adapt to
these changes.
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It will serve two purposes: it will support local areas to prepare
long-term strategies for their high streets and town centres,
including funding a new High Streets Taskforce to provide
expertise and hands-on support to local areas.
It will also then co-fund with local areas projects including:
•

•

Investment in physical infrastructure, including improving
public and other transport access, improving flow and
circulation within a town / city centre, congestion-relieving
infrastructure, other investment in physical infrastructure
needed to support new housing and workspace
development and existing local communities, and the
regeneration of heritage high streets
Investment in land assembly, including to support the
densification of residential and workspace around high
streets in place of under-used retail units.

Portsmouth Plan
The extant planning policies of the Portsmouth Plan adopted
January 2012 (the Core Strategy) pre-date the introduction of
the NPPF in March 2012. The Government through the NPPF
acknowledged that planning for high streets and town centres
needed to be more flexible. The NPPF removed the need to
define primary and secondary frontages for retail and leisure
uses which allowed for a more flexible approach to planning
for the high street.

The Government have gone further with this in recent times
and have introduced significant changes to the system of ‘use
classes’ through The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes)
(Amendment) (England) Regulations 2020 amend the Town
and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 19871.
The city centre is currently represented within the current
Portsmouth Plan under Policy PCS4. This sets out the vision of
the city centre during the plan period, and seeks to:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

1. https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/757/made
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Improve design and urban design by ensuring the
buildings in the city centre will be of exceptional quality
Direct new non-bulky comparison retail development to
the city centre by providing at least 50,000m2 net of
retail floorspace
Protect Commercial Rd as the main shopping destination.
Any application over 280m2 for retail that is outside of
Commercial Rd need to demonstrate through a sequential
test there would be no detrimental impact on the
Commercial Rd shopping area
Protect office floorspace in the city centre by resisting
development which result in a loss of B1a offices, unless
a marketing exercise has been undertaken to confirm the
site is unsuitable for employment uses, or the proposed
redevelopment would make a positive contribution to the
vitality and viability of the city centre and creates an equal
number of jobs
Provide additional hotels within the city centre
Create an additional 9,500m2 of food and drink (a3-a5
uses)
Provide 1,600 new homes.

This framework master plan will inform the next version of the
Local Plan for Portsmouth.
Existing City Centre Master Plan
The existing City Centre Master plan, adopted as an SPD in
2013seeks to contribute to the strategy for economic growth
and prosperity. It covers a smaller area than this Framework
Master plan for the city centre.
The vision is “to create a vibrant and successful city centre
that is the beating heart of our great waterfront city. This
centre will include welcoming gateways, beautiful streets,
lively and distinctive spaces and delightful buildings, whilst
enhancing the city’s heritage assets. The area will be
transformed into a quality place where people choose to live,
work, study, visit and invest.”
Emerging Planning Policies
Since the Portsmouth Plan was adopted there have been
significant changes to the planning system in England. The
changing of the national permitted development rights and
the general direction of travel from the Government will
have significant and potentially positive implications for the
emerging policies of the city centre.
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These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A flexible approach to high street uses to encourage the
viability and vitality of the city centre
Increasing residential development will be encouraged
particularly over underused commercial space
Encouragement of flexible working space
Reduced reliance on the private car, and street
realignment to encourage green travel
High density residential schemes will be encouraged
Encourage street planting and green streets
High quality design
Nitrate Neutral developments for any overnight
accommodation proposals.

PCC is also preparing a new Local Plan for Portsmouth which
will be substantially progressed in 2021.
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Approach to the city centre master plan area from Commercial Road
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2.1 City centre vision

“ Every great city has a heart. Portsmouth city centre

will continue to be that heart of the city, and will be a
beautiful, durable and adaptable place – more compact,
more diverse, easier to get around, greener and healthier,
and looked after by its happy residents. The future city
centre will combine its proud heritage with a pride in its
new modernity. Underpinning its evolution will be a step
change in place-making and a renewed and sustained
emphasis on public realm as the key civic offering in a
civilised, attractive, welcoming and open city.

“
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WELCOMING: First impressions of the city centre count, with the
railway station a key aspect of the city’s public realm occupying an
important position in the city centre.
(Grand Central Station Birmingham)

DIVERSE: Flexible public space at the heart of the city centre that
accommodates a range of activities, with a mix of uses around its
edges.
(Sheffield)

BEAUTIFUL: A strong city identity created by bold and striking
architecture befitting of a large cultural space.
(Library of Birmingham)

CONNECTED: Developing a more accessible and walkable city centre
with integrated land uses, quality streets and spaces.
(Greenwich Millennium Village)

DELIGHTFUL: People are attracted to water, where it can lift the
spirits and provide comfort, relaxation, stimulation and connect
people to each other.
(Jeppe Hein’s Appearing Rooms)

GREEN: Living walls or vertical gardens can have a number of
functions - in reducing overall temperatures of buildings, water reuse
for urban agriculture, urban gardening or for their beauty as art.
(Madrid)
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HEALTHY: Living sticky streets prioritise people first, designed as
places to linger and live and not just to move through.
(King Street Leicester)

ENDURING: Well-designed places sustain their beauty over the long
term, adding to the quality of life of their users.
(Millennium Square Bristol)

INTELLIGENT: Pop-up temporary interventions are a way to maintain
cultural, commercial and creative activity, often on underused sites or
in vacant shops.
(City Park Bradford)

SAFE: Light can help accentuate the unique character of public
spaces and contribute to the after-dark ambience of the public realm
to encourage use.
(Water Fountains, Bristol)

RESILIENT: Rain gardens as part of a sustainable drainage strategy
can help to help reduce flooding, filter and reuse water, providing an
enjoyable area for the benefit of wildlife and people.
(Sheffield)

PLAYFUL: Well-designed, innovative and vibrant playspace to keep
young children healthy, sociable and outdoors.
(Pixeland Mianyang China)
portsmouth city centre development strategy
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2.2 12 city centre design principles
A successful and well-designed city centre comprises a
series of components which combine to create the whole.
The principles will support and sustain a sense of belonging,
community and pride in Portsmouth, and will help positively
address environmental issues such as climate change. They all
contribute towards the cross-cutting themes for good design
set out in the National Planning Policy Framework and National
Design Guide.
Twelve sound urban design principles will guide development
within the framework master plan area. As a complete set they
describe the combined qualities required to make this part of
the city centre a successful place. With growing and competing
demands being placed on it, the area must evolve at pace,
changing and adapting quickly to respond to the needs of
new and existing residents, workers and visitors. The city
centre must be able to compete economically, environmentally
and socially with other growth and renewal locations locally,
regionally and nationally.
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The design principles are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcoming
Connected
Diverse
Delightful
Beautiful
Green
Healthy
Safe
Enduring
Resilient
Intelligent
Playful
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WELCOMING

HEALTHY

High quality destinations & facilities, with a
clear and positive sense of arrival, where
people meet, share experiences & come
together as a city

A compact, clean and walkable centre, home
to happy and cohesive communities where
essential services are easily accessed and
social interaction is available to all ages

SAFE

CONNECTED

Well-defined & positive public, private & shared
spaces, with entrances that are active and
overlooked, vehicular traffic that carefully passes
through, and a respectful evening economy

An integrated movement network that is
accessible, attractive & easy to use, with a
clear layout & hierarchy of streets & other
routes

ENDURING

DIVERSE

A mix of uses supporting everyday activities,
defined character areas, varied architecture, a
range of housing tenures & types, plus vital &
viable publicly-managed spaces

DELIGHTFUL

A city centre to lift the spirits and feed
the senses, providing comfort, relaxation,
stimulation & interaction

BEAUTIFUL

A refined and robust environment where
nature and technology, together with art and
engineering, combine at the human scale

GREEN

A visibly greener city with new open spaces,
more street trees & better planting, promoting
environmental sustainability, health and wellbeing and increased investment

24/7

DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
Delivering a Beautiful,
Enduring & Adaptable
City Centre

Places designed to adapt to changing social,
technological, economic, environmental &
market conditions & are made to last, with an
emphasis on quality & simplicity

RESILIENT

A city centre that takes account of local
environmental conditions & future climate
changes

INTELLIGENT

A smart partnership that harnesses the skills,
energy & resources of residents, businesses,
the university & other stakeholders to deliver
a sustainable city centre

PLAYFUL

Play & pleasure with creative & interactive
design in buildings, streets & spaces, with
pop-ups, events & activities, for all
parts of the community

12 DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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WELCOMING

High quality destinations & facilities, with
a clear and positive sense of arrival, where
people meet, share experiences & come
together as a city
An inviting and welcoming city centre has specific
characteristics which make us feel comfortable and engaged, a
place where environmental cues invite us to stop, look around,
mingle, interact with others and strengthen our social network.
For those cues to succeed they must work at the human scale,
designed at walking or cycling pace, be unambiguous, and
offer the viewer captivating, diverting or directional information
that will encourage them to alternately dwell or move through
the city’s streets and spaces.
The city centre will be designed primarily for pedestrians
with vehicular traffic moving steadily through but with
limited access. This emphasis will be explicit throughout
the public realm, helping new visitors recognise that they
have arrived in the city centre, and are free to roam and
explore. Roundabouts must be removed as they discourage
pedestrians and cyclists.
Distinctive places and spaces within the city centre will add to
the richness of the experience. A clear and extensive network
of routes for pedestrians, cyclists and scooter-users will be
helpful in promoting physical activity.
Landscape, ecology, heritage, cultural references, built form,
people and connectivity, together establish the context for
Portsmouth’s city centre.
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Good design will recognise and respond to this context,
with development adding more diverse activities, enriching
character, quality and understanding, and thereby deepening
the sense of place. Once built, the master plan will offer a
wealth of experiences in its streets, parks, informal and formal
squares.

Corners of development blocks and buildings within the city
centre will typically be at junctions between routes. At these
key points carefully applied architectural and/or public realm
features can help local people or visitors find their way around
the network. Whether designed in or not, such features help
join-the-dots along a particular journey.

The gateways and sequential views into the city centre are key
moments that influence the sense of arrival. Positive arrival
experiences, especially at the train station and principal bus
stops, will combine to welcome visitors and residents, and will
help draw them through legible, attractive and vibrant public
spaces, encouraging them to spend more time in the city.
Developments at city centre gateway locations should be of an
appropriate scale and design quality to reflect the importance
of these locations to the city centre.

Finally, but importantly, the city centre should be designed to
welcome all age groups. Whilst the archetypal contemporary
image is of young people socialising the city centre appeals
to all age groups as well those with physical or mental health
challenges. To attract the elderly and families the city centre
should offer suitable festivals, cultural events, activities, street
theatre and public art.

Development that can provide a new landmark would be
welcomed at key entrances or junctions within the city centre,
or where it would signal major land uses. This might be a tall
building, providing it is an appropriate location and complies
will the many design considerations associated with this form
of development. Landmarks are memorable and can simply be
distinctive features on a building or within a space, for example
an entrance, roof treatment, window arrangement, avenue of
trees, water feature, sculpture or mural.

One measure for any development scheme is to assess it in
terms of what it would offer a 10 year old child (eg. a young
person old enough to have some independence in a safe and
diverse city centre). Indeed this test could be extended to the
city centre as a whole: what welcome does it extend to a child?
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CONNECTED

An integrated movement network that is
accessible, attractive & easy to use, with a
clear layout & hierarchy of streets & other routes
The city centre must be the centre of a network that connects
destinations, places and communities, both within and beyond
its boundaries. This movement framework should allow
journeys to be made in a direct, easy and efficient way, either
by public transport, on foot, bicycle or scooter, with private
vehicles discouraged as far as is possible.
One of the greatest challenges facing the city centre
is the tension between through traffic, aimed at other
destinations (like the historic dockyard, Gunwharf Quays
and wider waterfront) and local movements. As part of the
implementation of the master plan it is critical that the existing
hard boundary, formed by the M275-A3 corridor, is removed
once it enters the city centre.
This framework master plan identifies a clear layout, with a
hierarchy of streets and other routes which will help people
find their way around. The width of these routes, height of
buildings lining them and the type of activity along the routes,
especially at street level, will all influence their character and
signal their relative importance.
Public routes, especially streets, typically last for generations.
It is therefore crucial that, where new development includes
or impacts on routes, they should fully integrate with existing
routes.

In some developments, such as the on former Tricorn Centre
and Slindon Street Post Office sites, it will be appropriate
to replan or reinstate routes and connections where earlier
routes have been lost.
In contrast to some of the monolithic structures that sit in the
current city centre, a fine grain of streets and spaces will help
to create and sustain the most diverse range of activities,
as well as encouraging walking. The layout and pattern of
development proposed is therefore of the utmost importance
in creating a truly well-connected city centre.

Development of a high-quality and connected cycle network
will further unlock the potential for cycling. An increase in
cycling should be supported by encouraging sustainable travel
and end-of-journey facilities, such as cycle parking, showers
and lockers.
As part of the movement framework, access for servicing
should also be integrated into developments for refuse
collection, deliveries and removals. An area-wide strategy is
likely to be required that enables a reduction in overall access
for vehicles within a set of streets.

Placing the main access to a building on the principal street
frontage will aid legibility and safety, as well as identify and
reinforce the transition between public and private spaces.
Streets that have multiple building entrances will benefit
in terms activity, safety and vitality. With apartment blocks
careful consideration should be given to providing individual
entrances to ground floor homes in addition to a communal
entrance for those on upper floors.
The city centre will have streets designed as attractive public
spaces, resulting from their layout, landscape, lighting, street
furniture and surface materials.

portsmouth city centre development strategy
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DIVERSE

A mix of uses supporting everyday activities,
cultural life, defined character areas, varied
architecture, a range of housing tenures & types,
plus vital & viable publicly-managed places
A wide variety of uses is essential to ensure a city centre
bristles with activity. The city centre includes the main
shopping area along Commercial Rd (including Cascades),
the civic and leisure focus around Guildhall Square, plus the
train station and principal bus interchange. It is also next to
the wider city communities in Buckland, Landport (HM Naval
Base), Somerstown and Portsea, each of whom must be
encouraged to use existing and new facilities.
A rich and dense mix of land uses, development forms,
businesses and organisations will help create a vibrant centre
to Portsmouth. All land uses in the city centre must be capable
of existing solely or largely on pedestrian or public transport
accessibility. Most city centre uses will support or be based
on relatively high concentrations of people per hectare, given
the attractiveness of such locations in terms of proximity to
services and facilities.
Within the city centre, where space is at a premium, uses will
often be mixed vertically within buildings, and/or horizontally
along streets. Occasionally, small zones of specific (nonresidential) land uses will be clustered next to each other - for
instance, office space, speciality independent shops or food
and beverage outlets. The framework master plan provides for
commercial uses at street level with taller ground floor spaces.
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In many parts of the city centre developments providing uses
that prolong activity throughout the day will be welcomed as
they will help natural surveillance of streets and spaces. Bars,
restaurants and leisure uses close to offices, for instance,
will encourage employees to stay in the city centre after
work. Equally, gyms, beauty salons and convenience stores
in quieter locations will help promote safe spaces even with a
modest footfall. So-called Meanwhile Uses should be promoted
for the same reasons where larger sites remain under-used.
Five distinct character zones have been identified in
the framework master plan which respond to existing
characteristics in the city centre. Each will emphasise a
different mix of uses and activities adding to the diversity of
the whole. Some will specifically emphasise classic cultural
activities but all will contribute to the broadest cultural life in
the city centre, including formal and informal music, art and
sports, for instance.
A mix of home tenures, types and sizes will appeal to a wide
number of people, including those who need affordable
housing or other rental homes, families, extended families,
older people, students and people with physical or mental
health challenges. All housing within the city centre must be
well-integrated with other uses and designed to be tenure
neutral and socially inclusive.
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DELIGHTFUL

A city centre to lift the spirits and feed the
senses, providing comfort, relaxation,
stimulation & interaction
The city centre must be a place where people can come
together to shop, have fun, have a drink or a meal, learn, listen
to music and take part in the life of the city around them. It
must be a relentlessly positive place, showcasing the best
that the people of Portsmouth have to offer. The design and
management of the city centre must promote inclusivity and
openness, a place for everyone – children, students, older
people and visitors from near and far.
The city centre offers simple and inexpensive pleasures
such as sitting in Victoria Park and watching the world go by,
listening to a market-trader’s sales patter in Commercial Rd,
or having an ice-cream in Guildhall Square. Now, and in the
future, it will also provide attractions such as major festivals,
events and celebrations. A connected and programmed
network of spaces and places will enable events ranging in
type and scale to be held within the city centre.
More playgrounds and places for play will provide for children
and young people living and visiting the city centre. Play
should feature in the grand spaces like Guildhall Square and
Victoria Park, as well as in residential spaces and streets.
Many of the parks, squares, streets and other open spaces
are important treasured parts of the heritage of the city. The
stories of the city and these spaces should be shared with
visitors through improved interpretation and public art.

Such spaces would include Victoria Park, WWI Cenotaph, Queen
Elizabeth Fountain and Charles Dickens’ Birthplace Museum at
Old Commercial Rd. Events in the city centre will celebrate the
city’s heritage as well as contemporary stories.
High quality public and private space will be achieved
through carefully considered details, materials and activities.
Investment in these elements will help spaces to become
memorable and enjoyable. The layout of spaces, the way they
are enclosed, the activity that takes place around their edges
and within them, the selection of surface treatments and the
ongoing maintenance of spaces will all contribute to the city’s
image and confidence.
New buildings can add to the delights of the city centre.
Sculptural new forms can add drama to a skyline whilst fine
detailing can engage the passerby at street level. Each new
building in the city centre should be designed with long,
medium and close views in mind.

LEFT PAGE: Mixed use building(top), Food hall, Markthal
Rotterdam (middle), Pop-up food stalls, Boxpark
Shoreditch (bottom)
THIS PAGE: Play in the streets, Greenwich Millennium
Village (top), Forest of Light, Bradford (middle), Vieux
Port, Marseille (bottom)
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BEAUTIFUL

A refined and robust environment where
nature and technology, together with art and
engineering, combine at the human scale.
The success of the city centre for residents, workers, visitors
and investors will be strongly influenced by the quality of
new development, and the care afforded to existing assets.
In design terms, the overall aim of any new development
should be to contribute to a refined and robust environment.
A beautiful city centre can be created where buildings, land
uses, streets and spaces are designed with a harmonious
relationship in mind. Equally, the quality and richness of
historic buildings and spaces in the city centre should be
cherished.
A range of design approaches and architectural styles will add
further variety to the current offer within the city centre, and
can be achieved by drawing inspiration from existing forms and
styles, as well as by using innovative materials, new technology
and modern forms where appropriate. Biophilic design will
become more important as will a greater urgency around
sustainability.
Harmonious development across the city centre can, in the
vast majority of cases, best be achieved through the use of
traditional perimeter block arrangements. Such development
fronts onto and defines the public realm, whilst securing
private or communal space to the inside or rear.
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A beautiful city centre relates to most of the other design
principles set out above and below, and relates to an
holistic approach to design and city building. The physical
attractiveness of buildings and spaces is vitally important
but can be difficult to define if not wholly objective. A suitably
broad and learned panel of local experts, as currently exists
in Portsmouth, should continue to advise on architectural
matters, but it is equally important for non-professionals to
engage in debates. For this to be effective the information
supplied to explain schemes must be created with local
residents in mind.
The scale of the opportunity presented in the city centre for
positive change is significant. he potential development area in
Portsmouth is so extensive that it could, if developed carefully
based on simple rules, redefine the (whole) city’s image for
generations. A beautiful city centre therefore, in this context,
is of critical importance, and the framework master plan using
these principles is designed to help facilitate this.

Queen Victoria Square, Hull (top), housing
and public realm at Nine Elms, London
(middle), Public green space of Piccadilly
Gardens, Manchester (bottom)
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BEAUTIFULLY PLACED
(compact, walkable, sustainable settlement pattern of
the city centre in the south coast-island landscape)
BEAUTIFUL PLACES
(streets, definition, views, squares and
parks, the ‘spirit of place’)

BEAUTIFUL BUILDINGS
(form, grain, building line,
proportion, openings, massing,
height, silhouette, materials,
colour, texture, space, windows)

THE CONCEPT OF BEAUTY

(Adapted from Living with Beauty
Report, by the Building Better, Building
Beautiful Commission, 2020)
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GREEN

A visibly greener city with new open spaces,
more street trees & better planting promoting
environmental sustainability, health and
well-being and increased investment
The importance of green spaces, biodiversity, and planting is
well understood in urban areas. The distribution of greenery
in the existing city centre is wildly unbalanced with the barren,
tarmac-dominated townscape around Marketway a dramatic
contrast with the lush, mature landscape of Victoria Park.
Greenery (and soft landscape) ranges from a rooftop garden
to a street tree, to a view of greenery and the sensory
pleasure of a window box. Greening of the city centre will
have a positive effect on biodiversity, climate, wellness and
air quality, as well as adding to the visual appeal of the city
centre. It will help capture carbon dioxide and other pollutants
as well as producing oxygen. It will bring colour and vibrancy
to many of the streets and spaces, help cool streets and
spaces under rising temperatures, and improve the overall
well-being and health of residents and visitors alike.
As the population of the city centre grows and employment
numbers rise, so must the quantity, accessibility and quality
of open spaces with greenery in the city centre. Whilst there
are competing demands for land within the master plan area,
greenery is acknowledged as adding value to development,
as well as to wider areas. A diverse range of good quality and
easily accessible public spaces must therefore be provided.
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Of the 60 hectares of land in the master plan area
approximately 4.2 hectares is currently designated as open
space. Victoria Park accounts for just under 90 percent of this.
As well as designated open spaces, there are numerous other
places which feature prominent greenery, such as Guildhall
Square and Guildhall Walk. New areas for development must
add to these, with space made for street trees and pocket
parks throughout. Development should seek to build on the
city’s emerging Urban Greening Factor initiative and extend the
wider grid of green corridors - the M275, Lake Rd, Arundel St
and Winston Churchill Ave – across the city centre.
Tree planting across the city centre, combined with
enhancements to existing greenspaces, will contribute towards
an attractive and carefully-curated setting for city life, as well
as long term investment. Turning the city centre from grey to
green will include the reallocation and repurposing of oversized road space, and underused and vacant land. Key areas
for attention will include the M275-A3 corridor, Commercial Rd
(north) and Winston Churchill Ave. Creative greening features
such as linear parks, green walls/vertical forests and roof
gardens should be explored.
Small-scale wildlife/biodiversity measures should include bird
and bat boxes, urban bee hives, and green roofs offering
native, coastal habitats.

A greener city will contribute to climate change resilience
by improving sustainable drainage, increasing biodiversity,
reducing heat island effects (by providing shade and cooling)
and encouraging walking and cycling.
Environmental sustainability could be supported via low-impact
design initiatives such as permeable paving, rain gardens, roof
gardens, roadside swales and other methods of slowing and
filtering rainwater runoff. In addition, a compact and walkable
city centre supporting a mix of uses and facilities will reduce
overall energy demand. Finally, new development should use
modern methods of construction and off-site manufacture,
and incorporate smart technologies to maximise their
environmental performance.
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HEALTHY

A compact, clean and walkable centre, home
to happy and cohesive communities where
essential services are easily accessed and
social interaction is available to all ages
Through careful development and management the city
centre can support the long-term health and well-being of its
residents and visitors. The design of buildings, streets, parks
and neighbourhoods can support good physical and mental
health, and reduce health inequalities and improve community
cohesion.
In contrast to most post-war development in the city centre,
new streets and buildings must reinstate key aspects of the
compact, walkable and diverse city centre that existed before.
By mixing incomes and generations a healthy city centre
community can evolve for the benefit of all its residents.
As well as activities and land uses aimed at the whole city
population and more, local services, both public and private,
will cater for residents both new and existing.
Throughout the city centre new and existing streets will be
regarded as primary public space. The concept of Living-Sticky
Streets, where streets are primarily designed for pedestrians
and cyclists and as social spaces to dwell in, should be
applied in areas dominated by housing. The ultra-low private
car parking standard that will apply across the city centre will
clearly help facilitate their introduction. Such streets, where
playspace and opportunities for inter-generational interaction
are integrated in to the design, will be critical to the delivery of
a healthy city centre.

Public spaces within the wider city centre should be designed
for a range of social activities, providing opportunities for
comfort, relaxation and stimulation for all ages, from young to
old. They should provide generous, safe and uncluttered space
for people to enjoy.
A healthy city will also feature active travel, in the form of
walking, cycling and e-scootering. Walking will be the primary
mode of travel in any successful city centre and measures can
be introduced to promote it. These will include a high quality,
well-maintained and clutter-free public realm network; special
design consideration for the elderly, those with disabilities
and young parents with children; and seating, shade and
even water fountains. Street crossing points on desire lines
convenient to pedestrians should be prioritised within the city
centre, as well as simple and logical signs.
Cyclists will require their own infrastructure and this could
be shared with e-scooters as well as mobility scooters if
specifically designed for this purpose.

Living wall, New Street Birmingham (top),
City dressing with pop-up park (middle),
Paley Pocket Park, New York (bottom)
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24/7
SAFE

Well-defined & positive public, private &
shared spaces, with entrances that are active
and overlooked, vehicular traffic that carefully passes
through, and a respectful evening economy
The city centre should be actively planned as a safe place
day and night, in both public and private spaces. Safety will
relate to a range of interactions (such as, pedestrians and
motor vehicles, or pedestrians and cyclists/e-scooters/mobility
scooters); to thresholds, such as housing entrances or outdoor
residential amenity areas; to unsurveilled spaces, such as
service yards or basement car parks; and to some land uses,
such as pubs and restaurants, or schools.
Safety generally relates here to the sense of being protected
from harm as an individual in a specific environment or
scenario. Security is the method by which that sense is
created, and can involve techniques ranging between overt
physical interventions, such as gates or patrols, to passive
means such as natural surveillance, street lighting and CCTV.
Pedestrian safety and amenity will be enhanced by the
widespread use of shared space in the city centre, in
reconfigured, upgraded and new streets, by better crossings
at junctions, and lower speed limits across the city centre.
New development should deliver a network of pedestrianfocussed streets that allow for convenient, walkable access to
transport, entertainment, work and public spaces. Doing so
will reduce the need for car travel and ensure safe spaces are
overlooked for walking and cycling across the city centre.
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Urban spaces within the city centre should be designed and
built considering the needs and desires of children, young
people, families, the elderly and those with disabilities.
A variety of active ground floor uses must be encouraged in
new development to help enliven public streets and spaces.
These will include shops and services, in busier locations or
at route intersections, but will otherwise comprise businesses
or dwellings where front doors and principal windows provide
natural surveillance. Balconies on residential buildings will also
help to overlook the public realm as well as communal private
space.
Distinctive and characterful lighting of key routes and
landmarks will help to increase the legibility of the city centre,
the identity of specific areas, and an overall sense of safety
and security. General street lighting is fundamental to the
safety of the whole area. The city centre must also offer a safe
access to a high-quality public transport and cycle network.
This requires safe waiting areas and crossing points amongst
other features.
Finally, city centres will also be the focus for lively
entertainment and a late night economy. Here the student
population must be blended together with other age and
social groups to ensure a balanced offer based around mutual
respect.
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ENDURING

Places designed to adapt to changing social,
technological, economic, environmental & market
conditions & are made to last, with an emphasis
on quality & simplicity
Parts of the city centre have remained largely unchanged for a
hundred years or longer, most notably much of Commercial Rd
and the small group of streets around Guildhall Square. They
have endured because they were built to a high standard and/
or they still perform the essential function for which they were
built.

Robust and simple building forms will be more easily
converted, as will those with generous floor to ceiling heights
and building depths that are based around natural light and
ventilation. Simple building forms and layouts and traditional
formats that have proven themselves flexible will be most
appropriate.

Citizens will expect the city centre to comprise places and
spaces maintained for the long term, where ownership is clear
and appropriate, where active spaces are programmed and
private spaces can be personalised.

Building the city to last for another two hundred years will
minimise the use of materials over time, will reduce waste, will
extend the heritage of the city and evolve the identity of the
city for its residents.

The cluster of historic buildings including and around The
Guildhall have a lasting character and cultural value and should
be added to through careful development on adjoining sites
and streets. Commercial Rd still acts as the main pedestrian
movement spine for the city centre and should be redeveloped
whilst preserving and enhancing this key connection.

The use of high quality, robust materials in buildings and public
spaces will be essential and a significant proportion should be
sourced locally. Higher grade base material will often have the
longest lifespan as well as the greatest aesthetic contribution
to the cityscape. Given that most buildings and public realm
projects will last a minimum of 50 years then whole life costs
should be factored in at the outset. Similarly, if the city centre
is to be reborn as a high quality destination, it must project
an image of confidence. A city centre rebuilt on these solid
foundations, will be durable and flexible.

The new network of streets and spaces within the city centre,
and the development that flanks them, should be designed so
that the routes created combine to make the most valuable
connections, and the buildings could be easily converted to
alternative uses over time.
LEFT PAGE: Perimeter blocks & courtyards, Camden (top), Balconies
(middle), Rainbow Rail, Chicago (bottom)

THIS PAGE: Roof top garden, Rotterdam
(top), Quality public realm, New Road
Brighton (middle), Trafalgar Place, London
(bottom)
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RESILIENT

A city centre that takes account of local
environmental conditions & future climate
change
The city centre will need to be robust and able to prosper
given local environmental conditions, both prevailing and
forecast. New development should be pre-designed or
adaptable to allow for predicted significant changes in the
UK climate. This requires designers to consider the potential
effects of temperature extremes across the seasons, both
increased flood risk and a lack of rainfall, and more intense
weather events such as storms and high winds.
Well-designed buildings will make the most of passive design
to minimise overheating and secure internal comfort for users.
Natural ventilation will remove the need for air conditioning
while brise soleil will minimise solar gain within. Solar energy
can also be captured for electric power or water pre-heating.
Significant insulation will reduce heat loss in winter. Raised
ground floors and/or portable or automatic gates will prevent
flood damage.
Open spaces, both green and blue in character across the city
centre will use planting, sculptures and other structures, and
water for comfort cooling, creating shade and providing shelter
for people in different weather conditions. Such features will
also assist in helping to improve air quality in the city centre.
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Energy use in the city centre will be limited by promoting
walking and cycling over all other modes, with an ultra-low
private-car-parking policy (mobility impaired only), by using
energy-saving technology, for instance for lighting, and by
erecting buildings with the latest technological solutions.
Similarly, water use can be minimised by employing greywater
technology.
To advance sustainability beyond the city confines, plantbased diets could be promoted. An area or square within the
city centre could become known for vegan (and vegetarian)
eateries for instance.
The resilience of the city centre also depends on it being home
to communities of residents and workers that happily co-exist.
Where all communities have the basic tools for a sustainable
lifestyle. The master plan area will accommodate a significant
number of new residents, as well as some new workers.
Careful, concerted and consistent efforts will be required
over time to ensure existing and new residents, and workers,
fuse together to become one community. This could include a
combination of physical interventions, such as locating public
spaces convenient to all, and temporary interventions, such as
neighbourhood festivals and alike.
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INTELLIGENT

A smart partnership that harnesses the
skills, energy & resources of residents,
businesses, the university & other
stakeholders to deliver a sustainable city centre
The city centre is the most intensive urban environment in
Portsmouth, which is itself one of the most dense cities in
the UK. Space is at a premium so it must be used efficiently
to support the maximum environmental, economic and
social growth. Growth will provide new homes, new jobs and
amenities but must be carefully balanced and planned to
ensure a high quality of life, ready access to services and
plentiful opportunities for new and existing residents.
Creating a beautiful, durable and adaptable city centre will
require strong civic leadership and a willingness on the
part of all city centre stakeholders to work collaboratively.
Consultation and participation will be central to the process
of change. The active involvement of local multi-disciplinary
professionals, community and interest group members will
help to establish a broad consensus, a local emphasis and a
discussive process.

LEFT PAGE: One Angel Square, Manchester
(top), Green corridor, Sheffield (middle),
Trafalgar Place, London (bottom)

THIS PAGE: Guildhall Square (top),
Bristol Smart City (middle), University of
Portsmouth (bottom)
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02_ VISION & GUIDING PRINCIPLES

PLAYFUL

Play & pleasure with creative & interactive
design in buildings, streets & spaces, with
pop-ups, events & activities, for all parts of
the community
Public art, playful environments, expressive architecture and
engaging public realm design will be essential to ensure a city
centre in which residents feel welcome, comfortable, safe and
engaged.
Playful interactive installations such as slides, swings, seesaws, climbing walls, light and art installations, and screenings,
can bring colour, movement, activities and fun to underused
or under-appreciated locations as well as enlivening new
development.
Creative interventions, whether large or small, located across
the city centre will enhance and emphasise beauty and
become a source of community pride and social cohesion.
Artwork within public spaces should be considered early in the
design and planning process. Artworks incorporated within
a development can bring added value to a scheme, be a way
of telling local history and stories, and create memorable
places. Artwork often works best when it is site specific
and related to local events or traditions, but this should not
exclude innovation or ideas along other themes. Where done
right, investing in public art within the city centre will generate
publicity, public recognition, and marketing cachet, bringing
with it a potential source of positive financial returns for
property owners, investors and other stakeholders.
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Designing for children and younger people can often mean
including features and assets that simply offer an opportunity
for play. This can include slopes or low walls in public spaces,
interactive lighting or water features, or any element of a
building or hard or soft landscape which fires the imagination
of the passerby. Most importantly, these elements will typically
appeal to everyone, regardless of age, and can therefore be
valuable in promoting social interaction especially between
different age or social groups.
From some perspectives play is part of the Portsmouth
Personality. As a major naval port, sea-based activity was
necessarily structured, disciplined and constrained. Shore
leave was often the opposite.

Bristol (top), The Shower Playspace, China
(middle), Brooklyn Bridge (bottom)
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3.1 Framework Master Plan
A place, culture and market-led framework master plan
The framework master plan for this part of the city centre is
flexible - in terms of land uses, architecture and some other
aspects. The principles on which it is based, and the key
structuring components, are however non-negotiable.
The principles relate to established urban design principles
and those specific to Portsmouth are set out in this document.
The key structuring components are set out in this section.
The overall aim is for the framework master plan to provide a
clear structure and vision within which various development
types and formats can come forward.
Any development proposed within the master plan area must
deliver, or contribute to:
•
•
•
•
•

A positive response to existing fixed assets, constraints
and context including the historic environment and
landscape.
An emphasis on the creation of a network of streets and
spaces which, in spirit, recreate Portsmouth’s historic
pattern of perimeter blocks.
A connected, legible and pedestrian-friendly hierarchy of
routes.
A sustainable shift in transport and movement patterns,
away from private cars and towards active travel and
public transport.
A people and community focused approach.

and, be based on:
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•

•

A long-term perspective focussed on realising the
overall vision and contributing to the implementation of
the framework, including allowing for development in
neighbouring sites.
designed to fit in to a zero carbon future and be resilient
to anticipated changes in climate, such as increasing
seasonal temperatures and extreme weather events.

It should be noted that the framework master plan presented
relates to a 15 year implementation horizon.
The social and economic value of the cultural sector, and its
ability to deliver growth and drive regeneration are widely
recognised. These impacts can range from growth in tourism,
creative and cultural sectors, to enhancing individual skills,
knowledge and confidence, to strengthening community pride
and place image.
The City Council has led and supported significant cultural
investment in the city over the last few decades with, for
example the development of the iconic Spinnaker tower,
Gunwharf Quays, the National Museum of the Royal Navy, the
new Mary Rose Museum and Ben Ainsley Racing HQ.
This framework master plan seeks to enhance the cultural
attractiveness of the area through an accessible public realm
and offer of distinctive placemaking public spaces, green
spaces, workplaces, new neighbourhoods, visitor attractions
and ultimately beautiful architecture.

Beyond this master plan, a rich programme of cultural
celebration through festivals, carnival and other events will
allow different creative traditions to express themselves while
building a cohesive city community.
As part of the process and strategy for implementation the
likely commercial and economic realities that will drive change
and development within the master plan area have been
assessed at a high level by JLL. This has considered demand,
the impact of downturns and upturns in the property market
and the level of flexibility required, land ownership and likely
implementation and delivery routes. Contact has been made
with businesses and landowners to identify development sites
and to discuss ways in which this part of the city centre can be
improved.
The implementation and delivery aspects of this framework
master plan are set out in the separate Delivery Advice Note
by JLL.
This framework master plan sets the context, within which
individual projects can come forward - the strategic stage
of thinking for programming new development. Success will
ultimately depend on the delivery of great design at a more
detailed level.
The framework master plan strategy is presented over the
following pages.
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FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN STRATEGY DIAGRAM:

The master plan strategy applies the principles set out in
Section 2 and requires future development projects, of all
types, to be designed to contribute to the grand vision set out
here. For the full potential of the project to be realised each
part of the jigsaw is of equal importance.

New City Block

Public Space

City Streets with Pedestrian
Focussed Investment

Business Hub

Major Access Intervention

Market

Main Pedestrian Spine

Existing Key Building

Extended Spine
(Linear Park)

Tall Placemaker Building

Zip Street

Conservation Area

City Park

Dockyard Wall

City Space-Square
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COMMERCIAL ROAD

FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN AREA [north - south] 2019
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HOPE STREET

BEFORE

A3 MILE END ROAD
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AFTER

COMMERCIAL ROAD

FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT [north - south]

HOPE STREET

A3 MILE END ROAD
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HOPE STREET

FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN AREA [south - north] 2019
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COMMERCIAL ROAD

ANGLESEA ROAD

ARUNDEL STREET

BEFORE

WINSTON CHURCHILL AVENUE
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AFTER

HOPE STREET

FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT [south - north]

COMMERCIAL ROAD

ANGLESEA ROAD

ARUNDEL STREET

WINSTON CHURCHILL AVENUE
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FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT
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FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN IN NUMBERS
Approximately:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6,128 homes
52,900 sqm commercial space
3,000 sqm shops/high st uses
13,500 sqm social / leisure space
13,000 sqm civic / public
10,700 sqm education
5,900 sqm community / health
17,000 sqm new green space
12,000 sqm new public spaces
1,200m of treed streets

Master Plan Area - 60ha
Development Sites - 27ha
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Capacities & Assumptions
In overall terms, and based on standard assumptions,
the master plan area is potentially capable of delivering
almost half a million square metres (GIA) of floor space
(around 5,000,0000 sqft). The principal land use is
housing.
The framework master plan is based on a set of strategic
assumptions applied to generate the overall proposed layout
and indicative development capacities within the area. These
relate to elements including movement (eg. street widths), the
environment (eg. the provision of shade in the public realm),
building use, type and scale (eg. floor-to-floor heights and
building depths) and a standard ratio for the conversion of
Gross External Areas (GEAs) to Gross Internal Areas (GIAs).
A full list of the assumptions used can be found within the
Appendices in Section 4 at the end of this document).
One of the key assumptions underpinning the master plan and
development capacity relates to building heights. The existing
area contains a range of building heights.
The majority are between 3-4 storeys, with a number of
groups of taller buildings located throughout the area, for
example, to the north and south of Portsmouth & Southsea
station and at the western end of Winston Churchill Ave. The
framework master plan shows a general uplift in the built form
across the area to 6 storeys with taller elements in specific
locations, such as at key arrival points, significant junctions or
overlooking civic spaces. More details on the approach taken
to building heights within the framework master plan are set
out further in this section.
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To place the opportunity in Portsmouth city centre in a
national regeneration context, King’s Cross development site
in London is 27 hectares in size and will provide 900 new
homes, 20 new streets, 10 new public parks and squares and
over 10ha of open space. The development comprises over
743,000 sqm of mixed use space (8,000,000 sqft). Of this,
over 3,000,000 sqft is for offices and around 500,000 sqft for
shops, restaurants, cafes, bars and leisure. A whole series of
new public squares and gardens have already opened, among
them Granary Square with its spectacular fountains, Lewis
Cubitt Park and Square and Gasholder Park.
Birmingham’s Smithfield redevelopment seeks to transform
14ha of land within the city. The proposals seek to provide
some 300,000 sqm (3,299,000 sqft) of mixed use floorspace
and over 2,000 new homes. Other features include a new
festival square, pedestrian boulevard, space for start-ups,
small businesses and entrepreneurs and a range of leisure
uses supported by cafes, independent shops, restaurants and
hotels.
On the following pages we set out two potential development
scenarios relating to the approach to housing. The Upper End
scenario is based on a housing mix skewed towards smaller
unit sizes and a near-zero parking standard for residents. The
latter is in line with the emerging SPD on Parking.
The Lower End scenario is based on more larger dwellings
within the overall mix and a resident car parking ratio
averaging 0.5:1 (50%).

Upper End Scenario
The overall breakdown between land uses within this scenario
is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing - 366,500 sqm (6,128 homes)
Commercial - 52,900 sqm
Shops / High St Uses - 3,000 sqm
Social / Leisure - 13,500 sqm
Civic / Public - 13,000 sqm
Education - 10,700 sqm
Community / Health - 5,900 sqm

The above figures relate to the provision of new floorspace
within the area and do not include existing or retained
buildings, or factor in buildings removed. Net additional
figures would need to discount existing floorspace lost in
redevelopment. The overall quantums are split area-by-area in
the table on the facing page.
The overall housing floorspace figure of 366,500 sqm (GIA)
could generate over 6,000 new homes. This is comparable in
size to the Welborne housing development at Fareham and
50% bigger than the number to be built at Tipner.
The total of 6,128 new homes is based on an illustrative
housing mix of mainly 1-2 bed apartments and a smaller
proportion of 3 bed apartments, duplexes and townhouses.
The size and mix of homes is set out in the table below. The
Gross Internal Areas (GIAs) are based on the Government’s
Technical Housing Standards (2015). This standard deals with
internal space within new dwellings and is suitable for use
across all tenures.
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SUMMARY POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CAPACITIES - UPPER END SCENARIO
AREA IDENTITY

TOTAL GEA
(sqm)

LAND USE (GIA sqm)
SOCIAL/
CIVIC/PUBLIC EDUCATION
LEISURE

HOUSING

COMMERCIAL SHOPS

70,200
155,300
121,900
86,400
113,900

55,600 sqm
99,200 sqm
92,100 sqm
46,500 sqm
73,100 sqm
366,500 sqm

1,300sqm
14,400 sqm
25,800 sqm
11,400 sqm
52,900 sqm

900 sqm
2,100 sqm
3,000 sqm

HOUSE TYPE
(1 storey except *)

NET AREA

% of MIX

AREA
(GIA sqm)

NUMBER OF
NEW HOMES

3 bed 6 person *3 storey
3 bed 4 person
2 bed 4 person
2 bed 3 person
1 bed 2 person
Totals

108 sqm
74 sqm
70 sqm
61 sqm
50 sqm

2%
3%
25%
40%
30%
100

7,330 sqm
11,000 sqm
91,600 sqm
146,600 sqm
110,000 sqm
366,500 sqm

68
149
1,309
2,403
2,199
6,128

Landport Gate
New Landport
Paradise
Work-Station
Guildhall & Victoria Park
Totals

400 sqm
400 sqm
8,000 sqm
1,100 sqm
3,600 sqm
13,500 sqm

13,000 sqm
13,000 sqm

2,100 sqm
8,600 sqm
10,700 sqm

COMMUNITY/ TOTAL (GIA sqm) TOTAL (GIA sqft)
HEALTH
200 sqm
4,300 sqm
1,400 sqm
5,900 sqm

59,600 sqm
132,200 sqm
103,600 sqm
73,400 sqm
96,000 sqm
464,800 sqm

641,500 sqft
1,423,000 sqft
1,115,100 sqft
790,000 sqft
1,033,300 sqft
5,003,000 sqft

ILLUSTRATIVE HOUSING MIX
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Lower End Scenario
This scenario describes a development approach for housing
combining car parking close to current developer proposals
and a greater emphasis on larger, family-sized dwellings.
The latter is more closely-aligned to overall housing need in
Portsmouth, albeit with a recognition that the city centre may
not be the appropriate housing market area for significant
levels of family housing stock.
Car parking for residents has been provided at a ratio of 0.5
spaces per dwelling (50%). There are clearly a number of
ways in which car parking could be provided in a master plan.
To minimise the impact on future development options this
scenario includes either a multi-storey parking garage serving
a group of buildings or a two-level car park provided behind
the ground floor of a block.
The dwelling approach can be said to represent Portsmouth’s
ambition or objective whereas the parking approach
represents a worst-case. The principal function of the lower
end scenario is to demonstrate the most conservative case in
terms of numbers of dwellings produced by development of
these sites in the city centre.

1

2

3

4
5
6
7
8

9

10

11

The plan on this page shows an indicative layout for the car
parking required in the lower end scenario. A number of blocks
have been amended to provide car parks. Total residential
parking spaces 2,678. No car parking allowance has been
provided for any other use.

CAR PARKING
Multi Storey Car Park
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Two-Level Car Park Within A Block
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The overall breakdown between land uses in this scenario is:
•
•
•

Housing - 342,300 sqm (5,183 homes)
Commercial - 48,700 sqm
Shops / High St Uses - 3,000 sqm

•
•
•
•
•

Social / Leisure - 12,200 sqm
Civic / Public - 7,300 sqm
Education - 10,700 sqm
Community / Health - 5,900 sqm
Car Parks - 74,100 sqm

SUMMARY POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT CAPACITIES - LOWER END SCENARIO
AREA IDENTITY
Landport Gate
New Landport
Paradise
Work-Station
Guildhall & Victoria Park
Totals

TOTAL GEA
circa (sqm)
64,300 sqm
141,100 sqm
113,800 sqm
82,000 sqm
104,900 sqm
507,700 sqm

HOUSING

COMMERCIAL SHOPS

50,700 sqm
95,000 sqm
86,500 sqm
44,600 sqm
65,500 sqm
342,300 sqm

1,300 sqm
12,000 sqm
24,000 sqm
11,400 sqm
48,700 sqm

900 sqm
2,100 sqm
3,000 sqm

LAND USE (GIA sqm)
SOCIAL/
CIVIC/PUBLIC EDUCATION
LEISURE
400 sqm
400 sqm
6,700 sqm
1,100 sqm
3,600 sqm
12,200 sqm

7,300 sqm
7,300 sqm

2,100 sqm
8,600 sqm
10,700 sqm

COMMUNITY/ TOTAL (GIA sqm) TOTAL (GIA sqft)
HEALTH
200 sqm
4,300 sqm
1,400 sqm
5,900 sqm

54,700 sqm
119,900 sqm
96,800 sqm
69,800 sqm
89,100 sqm
430,200 sqm

588,400 sqft
1,290,500 sqft
1,041,400 sqft
750,800 sqft
959,500 sqft
4,630,600 sqft

ILLUSTRATIVE HOUSING MIX
HOUSE TYPE

NET AREA OF % of MIX
HOUSE TYPE

AREA
(GIA sqm)

NUMBER OF
NEW HOMES

4 bed 5 person
3 bed 6 person
3 bed 4 person
2 bed 4 person
2 bed 3 person
1 bed 2 person
Totals

103 sqm
108 sqm
74 sqm
70 sqm
61 sqm
50 sqm

17,100 sqm
17,100 sqm
102,900 sqm
68,400 sqm
68,400 sqm
68,400 sqm
342,300 sqm

166
159
1,388
978
1,122
1,369
5,183

5%
5%
30%
20%
20%
20%
100%

The remainder of this section (pages 66 onwards) is based on the Upper End Scenario.
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VEHICLE ACCESS & HIERARCHY:

Motor vehicles will no longer drive the future of the city centre.
Zero residential and office car parking in the city centre will
reduce traffic significantly and greater use of public transport
and car clubs, along with park-and-ride, will further reduce
this. Through traffic to other parts of the city and to the
ferry port will continue, as will deliveries, but the routes and
space devoted to them will be greatly reduced in favour of
pedestrians, cyclists, mobility scooters, better air quality and a
greener public realm.

Main Access

Bus & Taxis Only

Secondary Access

Zip Street

Local Access

Servicing Access Only

Major Access Intervention
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WALKING:

City centres are made for walking and the master plan aims
to extend the existing walkable footprint whilst remaking
lost connections to surrounding neighbourhoods. As shown
elsewhere in this document, the entire master plan area must
be built around city streets rather than urban highways. This
prioritises sustainable transport modes first with walking (and
mobility aids) at the top of the hierarchy. Most streets will be
crossable at any point whilst the busiest vehicle routes will
have easy crossings on desire lines.

Improved/New Pedestrian
Crossing Point

Key Pedestrian Focussed
Investment

Improved Underpass

Cascades Internal Streets

Main Pedestrian Spine

Zip Street

Extended Spine
(Linear Park)

Great South Run Route
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CYCLING:

Portsea Island is generally flat and densely populated, and
therefore lends itself well to cycling. Short crossings to
Gosport even offer pleasant leisure routes on open lanes
and seafronts. A city centre strategy that overtly includes
and supports cycling can be delivered by designating and
signalling well-chosen routes, providing hub facilities at the
railway station and calming vehicle traffic throughout.

National Cycle Route
Cycle Route
Cycle Route within Victoria
Park
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City Cycle Station
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PUBLIC TRANSPORT:

The city park-and-ride works well and will develop further
capacity in the next few years. The South East Hampshire
Rapid Transit (https://www.sehrt.org.uk/) investment will
further transform the public transport offer in the city.
Investment at Portsmouth and Southsea railway station must
follow, both in terms of capacity and environmental quality.
The framework master plan has been designed around public
transport including allowing key bus routes exclusive access to
streets and public spaces.

Bus Route

Bus & Taxis Access Only

SEHRT Route

Taxis

Central Bus Hub
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LAND USES:

The city centre of the future will include many of the existing
land uses, but with a significantly increased residential
community alongside. The city centre will still be the location
for the city’s civic offices, main library, headline entertainment
venues and main shopping offer. The latter will clearly shrink
in footprint but the city centre will continue to be the place
people gravitate to for people watching, wandering, socialising
and window shopping. It will also continue to be an important
employment location.

Residential

Hotel

Education / University

Civic

Service

Work

Social / Leisure

Community / Health

Shops

Area Identity

Business Hub
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GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE:

The layout provides a significant amount of additional public
green space
• 17,000 sqm additional green space
• 12,000 sqm additional public squares
• 1,200m tree lined streets
Areas include emergency access and servicing for adjacent
blocks.

Proposed Trees

Linear Park

Existing Trees

City Park

Tree Lined Streets (Major)

Neighbourhood Park
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ACTIVE FRONTAGES:

The streets of the city centre will all be addressed by outwardlooking buildings, whether they be housing, shops, commercial
or other uses. There will, however, be key locations where the
activity on the frontage deserves and requires more - typically
where they are located at a key public space, route, decision
point or corner.

Open Space Frontage

Reactivated Cascades
Frontage

Linear Green Park
Frontage

Market (within Cascades)

Business / Workplace
Frontage

Main Pedestrian Activity &
Routes

Shopping Frontage

Main Pedestrian Route
Through Victoria Park

Social / Leisure Frontage
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LAYOUT, CONTINUITY & ENCLOSURE:

The layout of the city centre provides the basic plan on which
all other aspects of the form and uses of development depend.
The aim is to create a city centre that has a clear image and is
easy to understand. The framework master plan is based on
the continuity of street frontages and the enclosure of spaces
by development which clearly defines private and public areas.
This will promote legibility through development that provides
recognisable routes, intersections and landmarks to help
people find their way around.

Existing Building within
Master Plan Area

Victoria Park

Existing City Building

Naval Docks
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ARRIVAL POINTS:

There are a number of important points of arrival in to the
city centre, both by motor vehicle and on foot. Each should
be marked to reflect a welcome but this should be done in a
variety of ways. Recommendations on how this should be done
are detailed in later chapters relating to individual identity
areas.

Potential Arrival
Tall Building
Tall Building in Planning
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Tall Building Cluster or
Group
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SCALE & HEIGHT:

A dynamic, diverse and rich city centre relies on urban streets
which are, in general, lined by midrise buildings. Tall buildings
have a role to play but should be the exception rather than
the rule. Significant floorspace, for a range of uses, can be
achieved by applying a mid-rise approach across most of
the master plan area. The framework master plan comprises
buildings largely of 6 storeys. This achieves a balance
between density / floorspace / value and equally important
considerations such as townscape coherence, flexibility and a
human scale.

•

•

•

The principal reasons for adopting a mid-rise approach to new
development are as follows:
•

•

•

Context: much of the existing urban fabric is low rise at
3-4 storeys and new development should have regard to
this. Mid-rise buildings can support density and growth
without overwhelming the surrounding context
Coherent townscape: a guide limit for building heights
across the city centre will, given the potential extent of
development, help ensure the future city centre has a
welcome and restful coherence. Mid-rise ‘background’
buildings will exemplify a city of harmony and equality,
instead of competitive, over-assertive architecture
Human scale: mid-rise buildings more closely relate to
the scale of a human being at street level. Taller buildings
are more likely to be overbearing creating daunting,
diminishing canyon streets or oppressive walls of
development

•

•
•
•

Perimeter blocks: mid-rise buildings are most likely
to be compatible with perimeter blocks, which are the
fundamental building blocks of most European cities.
Rebuilding a city centre on these solid foundations will
prove to be of lasting value
Street activity: mid-rise buildings are more likely to
present people-friendly and neighbourly streets where
frequent entrances maximise opportunities for social
interaction
Amenity & open Space: mid-rise buildings generally
offer more opportunities than tall buildings for private
publicly accessible open space, such as parkettes or
pocket parks. Green roofs can provide opportunities for
communal outdoor amenity space and environmental
innovations such as rainwater harvesting
Light: mid-rise buildings allow more daylight and sunlight
to reach streets and spaces, promoting outdoor activities
through a longer day, and to building interiors, helping to
reduce heating and making properties more habitable
Climate: mid-rise buildings minimise the adverse effects
of high winds, overshadowing and the urban heat island
effect
Developability: mid-rise buildings are typically easier to
fund and build than tall buildings
Robustness: mid-rise buildings are adaptable and can be
readily converted to a range of uses and lifestyle

•

Permitted Development: since August 2020 a range of
new permitted development rights have been introduced
to deal with demolition and to add storeys to certain
types of buildings to help meet the growing demand for
new housing. In general, purpose-built blocks of flats
and all detached properties, with restrictions, can be
extended upwards by 2 storeys. Given that much of the
city fabric is 3-4 storeys it is likely that, over time, this will
raise typical building heights to 5-6 storeys.

Tall Buildings
The framework master plan recognises that tall buildings
have an important part to play in the evolution and growth of
the city centre. Because of their exceptional prominence, tall
buildings (those above 8 storeys) must be designed to meet
exceptional design and sustainability standards. A proposal for
a tall building will only be considered acceptable where it:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would form part of an existing cluster
Would emphasise a major arrival point
Would be of exemplary architectural quality, as assessed
independently by a regional design panel
Would make a major contribution to enhancing city
identity (by, for instance, introducing a highly significant
new land use)
Makes a significant contribution to the public realm,
including beyond its own site, and
Would meet the highest sustainability standards for its
use.

Only in exceptional circumstances should the tall building be
further than 400m / 5 minutes walk of Portsmouth & Southsea
Railway Station.
portsmouth city centre development strategy
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10

15

The city centre should recognisably represent the climax of
the city in density, height and activity terms. But tall buildings
should be used sparingly and for good reasons. The master
plan advocates a mid-rise approach that delivers significant
floorspace but also delivers on sustainability, flexibility,
deliverability and in environmental terms.

20

As development becomes taller a number of factors must be
assessed as part of any proposal: quality of building design,
amenity spaces, scheme layout and impact on the streetscape
and public realm, impact on views (both near and distant),
impact on the city’s skyline, microclimate (especially at ground
level), overshadowing, night-time appearance, lighting and
scheme management.

10

10
3
4

(22)

20

10

(19)

10

8

8

(13)

CITY BLOCK HEIGHTS

10

20 Storeys

8 Storeys

15 Storeys

6 Storeys

10 Storeys

4-3 Storeys

8

10

4
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A convincing business plan proving the intention to deliver
a tall building within the timeframe of any planning approval
must also be provided from the outset. It will also be vital
that the original design intent and quality is maintained
throughout the planning and build stages. The existence of
a built or permitted tall building will not of itself justify a new
or replacement tall building on the same site. Where a tall
building is promoted as part of a cluster of tall buildings, a
successful design must have a positive relationship with the
existing tall buildings within the cluster.

New
Linear
Park

NEW IDENTITY
City Square

Cascades

Station

REINVEST
Station

Guildhall

REIMAGINE

Guildhall Square

PEDESTRIAN SPINE STRATEGY
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PUBLIC REALM & SPACES:

A highly quality public realm is the key investment in terms
of changing perceptions of the city centre, and in drawing
in private sector investment. The spine of the city centre is
self-evident and the focus for investment is therefore clear.
Guildhall Square and the Station area are two of the existing
and obvious locations on this spine for investment. It is
however critical that the major development zone north of
Commercial Road also includes a substantial public space. With
a clean slate this could potentially be a world-class square,
taking its place alongside Portsmouth’s existing icons such as
Spinaker Tower and the Historic Dockyard.

City Park

Improved Local Green
Space

City Square

Pedestrian Spine & Key
Public Realm

Neighbourhood Park

Green Streets

Neighbourhood Square
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3.2 Creating distinctive areas
The framework master plan can be broken in to five distinct
identity areas. The boundaries between these are indicative
and the transition from one to another will be subtle. The
principal body of each area will however be clearly identifiable.
A Local Plan would name these 5 areas in a straightforward
and pragmatic fashion - but this is not a Planning document.
The 5 areas have names that refer to their function, their
heritage or both. The names are chosen to be one or more
of these: eyecatching, provocative, aspirational, descriptive,
challenging and positive. There is an element of branding
to them. They are not fixed or long-term - except in this
document.
•
•
•
•
•

Area identity statements
In addition to this framework master plan a complementary
set of Area Identity Statements have been prepared for each
of the areas. These stand-alone documents explore in more
detail the range of opportunities and challenges for future
placemaking within each area.

LANDPORT GATE

The major city centre gateway. New city living
centred on a linear green park link
south to New Landport

NEW LANDPORT

A reborn neighbourhood with an outward-facing,
welcoming role, at the heart of which is a major
destination public space for the city

PARADISE

Repurposed, reimagined, reconnected as the
commercial/social/trading fulcrum of the
remodelled city centre

Landport Gate (LPG)
New Landport (NLP)
Paradise (PAR)
Work-Station (WKS)
Guildhall & Victoria (GAV)

WORK-STATION

Accessible workspaces at a key gateway location
focussed on new patterns of work & enterprise
& lifestyles

The following section explores each identity area at a high
level establishing their general character and appearance,
preferred land uses and development capacity, movement
strategy, key interventions and design principles.
For each area the aim is to define and reinforce local identity
both as a distinctive area within the city centre and as part of
the wider city setting.

GUILDHALL & VICTORIA

The principal visitor and events destination led by
culture new and old. An outdoor room celebrating
food, families, entertainment & park life

The five identity areas described below are based on the
Upper End scenario set out on pages 62-63 above.

AREA IDENTITIES

portsmouth city centre development strategy
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FIVE DISTINCT AREA IDENTITIES:

The master plan area is so extensive that it must be broken
down in to bite-size pieces. Each should have a distinct
identity yet blend together with each other and existing
neighbours to form a seamless city landscape.
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Landport Gate
Context

A3 MILE END

This area forms the northern tip of the city centre and master
plan area. It is physically divorced, and psychologically
disconnected, from the rest of the city centre. It currently has
major barriers to the west and north in the naval yard, and to
the east and south in wide and busy highways. The northern
part of the area is dominated by the Trafalgar Gate entrance
to the dockyard and is defined by a group of low quality
industrial and storage buildings. A pedestrian/cycle underpass
provides access to residential communities to and from the
east including the surviving fragments of Old Commercial Rd to
the east.
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The main challenge for any development proposals for the
area is to reintegrate it into the city centre proper by reducing
the severance caused by the Sqm75-A3 Mile End Rd / Hope St
route on two sides and dockyard on the other.
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The southern half of the area currently contains Victory
Retail Park; a large foodstore (Morrisons) and smaller retail
warehouse (Dreams) with large surface car parks.
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major city centre gateway. New city
“ The
living centred on a linear green park link
south to New Landport
“
Identity and character
Landport Gate has the potential to support significant
development in the form of a new residential neighbourhood.
It also has a key role as the primary gateway to the city centre
from outside of the city.

The main city route should be reimagined as a boulevard. The
carriageway and Church St Roundabout should be reviewed
with the aim being to create multi-functional, urban streets,
rather than highways. As well as an increase in pedestrian
space this would include cycle lanes, street trees and
sustainable drainage.

A number of new, cityscale residential buildings will redefine
the edge to Mile End Rd and the Trafalgar Gate entrance to
the naval dockyard. Neighbourhood cafés, convenience stores
and community facilities at ground floor level will serve the
local population and encourage activity in the public realm.
Taller landmark buildings on the corner of Princess Royal Rd
and Mile End Rd and Hope St will help signal the start of the
city centre. A new linear park will act as a focal space for the
residents and visitors, extending a strong green link south to
the rest of the city centre.

A key component of the vision for Landport Gate is a new
landscaped park running through the centre of the area to
offer structure to the layout of buildings, improve their setting
and residents outlook, act as a focal space for residents,
and connect through to an identical feature south of Hope
St. It will comprise a single, linear, green space combining
visual stimulation, restful spaces, social spaces, informal play,
fitness equipment, as well as a robust landscape designed to
withstand future climate change. Ideally it should be managed
by the residents overlooking it.

The A3 Mile End Rd Hope St route is the main traffic artery into
the city centre from the north and will continue to be so. The
challenge is to create a high quality residential environment
alongside this busy corridor. The public realm will shift from
acres of grey tarmac to one which emphasises the pedestrian
and cycle environment including new and upgraded crossings,
as well as priority access for buses.

Commercial Rd and Church St Roundabout
(top), Flathouse Rd and Dockyard Wall
(middle), Sainsbury’s Superstore (bottom)
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LPG2

LPG1

LPG4

LPG3

LPG6
LPG5

LPG8

LPG7

LPG9

LANDPORT GATE - FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN
NLP3

NLP2

New City Block

Pedestrian Route

City Streets with Pedestrian
Focussed Investment

Active Ground Floor Uses (cafes,
restaurants, shops, workplaces)

Major Access Intervention

Active Development Frontage
(regular doors, windows, balconies)

Main Pedestrian
Spine

Existing Key Building

Extended Spine
(Linear Park)

Tall Placemaker Building

Zip Street

Conservation Area

NLP1

NLP6

NLP10
NLP13
NLP8

NLP12

NLP7

PAR4

NLSP

Key Crossing
Location

NLP5

NLP4

NLP11

Dockyard Wall

PAR2
PAR3
PAR1

PAR5

PAR6
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LPG6
LPG5

LPG8

LPG7

LPG9

LANDPORT GATE - OPTION FOR EMPLOYMENT LAND

Red dashed line outlines a potential development
opportunity to add an area of employment land to the north
of Landport Gate (replacing blocks LPG1, LPG2, LPG3, LPG4).
Resulting Capacity
• 13,200 sqm area for additional employment
• 28,600 sqm residential (reduction of 368 dwellings)
• 850 sqm commercial
• 2,115 sqm education
• 395 sqm social/leisure
• 191 sqm community/healthcare

LANDPORT GATE - LAND USES
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Residential

Hotel

Education / University

Civic

Service

Work

Social / Leisure

Community / Health

Shops

Area Identity
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Capacity
The framework master plan for the city centre identifies a
number of potential development opportunities for Landport
Gate.
In overall capacity (GIA) terms the framework master plan
shows the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

55,644 sqm residential (approximately 930 dwellings)
1,324 sqm commercial
2,115 sqm education
395 sqm social/leisure
191 sqm community/healthcare
New public green linear park
Blocks LPG1, LPG2 and LPG9 (taller, placemaker
buildings)

Scale
This development area is located at the principal approach to
the city centre. New development should reflect this and could
include taller, placemaker buildings which would be visible
on the main highway leading south. The width of the highway
defining the eastern side of the area would lend itself to large
scale buildings, whilst also shielding the internal public realm
to the west. It will however be important that there is variation
in height along one of the main city routes so as to avoid a
wall of uniform scale.

BLOCK

GEA

FLOORSPACE PREFERRED USES & TYPOLOGY
(GIA)

NO. STOREYS

Landport Gate
LPG1
6,890 sqm
LPG2
7,091 sqm

5,855 sqm
6,018 sqm

10
15

LPG3

8,241 sqm

7,005 sqm

LPG4

4,275 sqm

3,633 sqm

LPG5

7,611 sqm

6,469 sqm

LPG6

4,028 sqm

3,424 sqm

LPG7

8,514 sqm

7,237 sqm

LPG8

6,971 sqm

5,925 sqm

LPG9
Totals

16,592 sqm 14,103 sqm
70,213
59,669 sqm
sqm

Residential: 1 & 2 bed apartments
Mixed: Partial GF residential/commercial. GF storage/flexi rent space with
1 & 2 bed apartments above
Residential: North and south aspects 3 storey townhouse with
apartments above. East & West aspects conventional mix of 1 & 2 beds
Mixed: Partial GF residential/commercial. GF storage/flexi rent space.
East aspect apartments above GF commercial. North and south aspects
3 storey townhouse with apartments above
Residential: North and south aspects 3 storey townhouse with
apartments above. East & West aspects conventional mix of 1 & 2 beds
Mixed: Partial GF residential/commercial. GF conv store and flexi/storage.
East aspect apartments above GF commercial. North and south aspects
3 storey townhouse with apartments above
Residential: North and south aspects 3 storey townhouse with
apartments above. East & West aspects conventional mix of 1 & 2 beds
Mixed: Partial GF residential/commercial use. GF office work space. East
aspect apartments above GF commercial. North and south aspects 3
storey townhouse with apartments above
Mixed: 3 storeys of education with 1,2 & 3 bed apartments above

6
6
6
6
6
6
20
6-20 storey range

GF = ground floor
Conv = convenience store

Broad range of 6-20 storeys.

portsmouth city centre development strategy
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Key interventions
Key development opportunities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Significant number of new homes within walking distance
of city centre amenities
New landmark building (LGP9) with three floors of lifelong
learning facilities
City scale enclosure to A3 Mile End Rd / Hope St including
gateway, placemaker buildings
Boulevard approach to A3 Mile End Rd / Hope St route,
emphasising pedestrian, cycle and bus connectivity
New and improved Hope St crossing points linking to
Commercial Rd and the city core
New linear green park, designed for all ages as well as a
visual spectacle
Integration of new residential-led blocks with courtyard
spaces
Public realm improvements at the southern end of Old
Commercial Rd to create a more welcoming entrance to
the conservation area and stitch it back into the fabric of
the city centre
Existing trees along the A3 Mile End Rd and Hope St
route to be retained
Strategic tree and other planting to help address micro
climate issues as well as create a pleasant and rich
environment and improve air quality
Transform pedestrian / cycle underpass space with public
art, improved wayfinding and lighting

03_ THE FRAMEWORK

HM NAVAL BASE

A3 MILE END ROAD

LANDPORT GATE - FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN MODEL
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New Landport
Context
HM NAVAL BASE
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There are large areas of underused and vacant land and
buildings across the area, including huge surface car parks, as
well as significant areas of land given over to the Market Way
and Hope St Roundabouts.
Although there are some mature trees in the area, especially
around St Agatha’s, the overall impression given is of a trafficdominated and disjointed urban environment, and this has had
a significant bearing on the performance, identity and general
desirability of this part of the city centre.
Identity and character
New Landport will emerge as a vibrant, residential-led,-

RE

R OA D

The area includes the site of the former Tricorn shopping
centre now used as a temporary car park. The City Council,
which owns much of the land is working with Delancey in a
joint venture development partnership to bring it forward
for development. The remainder of the area includes the
site of Sainsbury’s supermarket, a petrol filling station and
other commercial properties along Commercial Rd, Lake Rd
and Charlotte St. St Agatha’s RC Church is a Grade II* listed
building which occupies a prominent, if somewhat isolated,
corner on Marketway.
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This area has the greatest potential for redevelopment and
could make a significant contribution to transforming the city
centre. Critical to realising this potential is a fundamental
shift in the approach to the major traffic routes that pass
through the area. The A3 Commercial Rd/Hope St/Market Way
effectively dissect the area in to a series of poorly connected
land parcels unattractive to all but car-borne shoppers.

CHARLOTTE STREET

AD

E RO
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reborn neighbourhood with an outward“ Afacing,
welcoming role, at the heart of which
is a major destination public space for the
city “
Identity and character
New Landport will emerge as a vibrant, residential-led, mixeduse neighbourhood. The built form will generally be midrise
in height, laid out as a grid of city blocks. A linear green park
will connect Landport Gate to the north with a major public
square on the north-south spine formed by Commercial Road.
This area has the potential to support a significant quantum of
development, with new homes alongside a mix of commercial,
community/health and new civic uses.
Given its scale and prominence, the regeneration of this area
will have a profound effect on the identity and image of the
entire city centre. It will unify disparate, and formerly blighted,
areas disconnected for decades whilst dramatically improving
pedestrian and cycle routes to and from the city centre.
Commercial Rd/Hope St/Market Way will continue to be
important strategic routes in to and out of the city and their
development must therefore project a positive city image. They
should be redesigned as dignified city streets as attractive
to pedestrians and cyclists as to HGVs or ferry traffic. This
will require a rebalancing of the available route width as well
as wider footpaths and crossing points located on desire
lines. Existing and new buildings along these routes will be
remodelled or designed to respond to this shift in the function
of this key corridor.

Accommodating the planned rapid transit scheme will also be
an essential factor in this area generally.
Critical to achieving the vision for New Landport, and the city
centre as a whole, is a commitment to build a substantial new
city space in this area. This bold statement would create a
second major public realm attraction and centre-of-gravity
in the city centre (after Guildhall Square) and act as a grand
anchor for development and activity in New Landport. This
feature should be designed as a multi-purpose, multi-activity
space, with sufficient flexibility to host a broad variety of
city activities and needs. The space should be designed as
an attractive water square, providing local SUDs drainage
alongside other functions. The ground floor of all buildings
fronting the space should be occupied by uses that promote
activity and social interaction, ranging from community and
education uses to commercial and hotel space. Taller building
elements will be appropriate on the new public space, acting
as placemarkers for the space itself and the uses fronting it.
Development blocks throughout New Landport should be laid
out to provide a permeable network, prioritising pedestrian
access north to south and east to west. By sub-dividing the
area this also allows for phase-able development and a variety
of architectural approaches, which should assist in delivering a
richer urban realm.

Commercial Rd looking towards Marketway
Roundabout (top), All Saints Church (middle),
NCP Car Park on former Tricorn site (bottom)
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Capacity
The framework master plan for the city centre identifies a
number of potential development opportunities for New
Landport.
In overall capacity (GIA) terms the framework master plan
shows the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

99,175 sqm residential (approximately 1659 dwellings)
14,398 sqm commercial
906 sqm shops
357 sqm social/leisure
12,773 sqm civic
4,323 sqm community/health
New public city square
Blocks NLP6 and NLP13 (taller, placemaker buildings)

Scale
This area is the primary opportunity for new development
within the city centre and must be developed with a singular
vision and committment. New development will climb in height
at the convergence of Commercial Rd/Market Way/Cornmill St
as part of the townscape around the new city square. Equally,
lower scale development will respond respectfully to St
Agatha’s RC Church. The overall composition will offer a varied
streetscene along one of the main city routes.
Broad range of 3 (next to St Agatha’s RC Church) to 10
storeys.

BLOCK

GEA

FLOORSPACE PREFERRED USES & TYPOLOGY
(GIA)

NO. STOREYS

New Landport South
NLP1
5,855 sqm
NLP2
11,448 sqm

4,972 sqm
9,731 sqm

6
6

NLP3

11,961 sqm

10,116 sqm

NLP4

16,677 sqm

14,175 sqm

NLP5

11,611 sqm

9,869 sqm

NLP6

10,962 sqm

9,318 sqm

NLP7

6,244 sqm

5,302 sqm

NLP8
NLP9

6,434 sqm
8,241 sqm

5,467 sqm
7,005 sqm

NLP10

12,996 sqm

11,047 sqm

NLP11

11,250 sqm

9,563 sqm

NLP12
NLP13

24,490 sqm
17,125 sqm

20,813 sqm
14,554 sqm

Totals

155,294
sqm

131,932 sqm

GF = ground floor
Conv = convenience store
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Mixed: GF commercial with 1 & 2 bed apartments above
Mixed: GF conv store. West & east aspects 3 storey townhouse with
apartments above. North & south aspects mix of 1 & 2 beds
Mixed: GF cafe. North & south aspects 3 storey townhouse with
apartments above. East & west aspects mix of 1 & 2 beds
Residential: West & east aspects 3 storey townhouse with apartments
above. North & south aspects mix of 1 & 2 beds
Residential: West & east aspects 3 storey townhouse with apartments
above. North & south aspects mix of 1 & 2 beds
Residential: North aspect 3 storey townhouse with apartments above.
South aspect GF cafe with mix of 1 & 2 beds above. West & east
aspects mix of 1 & 2 beds
Mixed: 3 storey commercial to north. 1 & 2 bedroom apartments to
south and east, 4 storeys
Mixed: GF conv store with residential above. Mix of 1 & 2 beds
Residential: South aspect 3 storey townhouse with apartments above.
North, west & east aspects mix of 1 & 2 beds
Mixed: GF commercial. West & east aspects 3 storey townhouse with
apartments above. North & south aspects mix of 1 & 2 beds
Residential: South, west & east aspects 3 storey townhouse with
apartments above. North aspect mix of 1 & 2 beds
Mixed: New commercial, civic, flexi working, community/health complex
Mixed: GF west 2 floors wellbeing community/health, 8 floor hotel
above. East 6 floors residential, 1 & 2 bed apartments

6
6
6
10
3-4
6
6
6
6
6
6-10
3-10 storey range

LPG2

LPG1
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LPG4

LPG3

LPG6
LPG5

LPG8

LPG7

LPG9

NLP3

NLP2
NLP1

NEW LANDPORT - FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN
New City Block

City Space

City Streets with Pedestrian
Focussed Investment

Local Green Space

Major Access Intervention

Pedestrian Route

NLP5

NLP4

NLP6

NLP10
NLP13
NLP8

Main Pedestrian
Spine

Active Ground Floor Uses (cafes,
restaurants, shops, workplaces)

Extended Spine
(Linear Park)

Active Development Frontage
(regular doors, windows, balconies)

Zip Street

Existing Key Building

NLP12

NLP7

PAR4

NLSP

NLP11

PAR2
PAR3
PAR1

Reactivated Cascades
Frontage

Tall Placemaker Building

Key Crossing
Location

Conservation Area

City Wide Green Space

Dockyard Wall

PAR5

PAR6

PAR7
PAR8

PAR9

City Wide Square

PAR13

PAR10

PAR11

PAR14

PAR12

PAR15
PAR17
PAR16
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NEW LANDPORT - LAND USES
Residential

Hotel

Education / University

Civic

Service

Work

Social / Leisure

Community / Health

Shops

Area Identity

Internal Streets of
Cascades
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Key interventions

•

Key development opportunities include:

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significant new homes at the heart of a new city centre
Important new or relocated commercial, civic and public
uses clustered together
A major new public realm focus for the city centre with
water, greenery, play, community events and accessibility
as its core purpose
City scale enclosure to A3 Commercial Rd/Market Way and
Hope St including gateway, placemaker buildings
Transformation of A3 Commercial Rd/Market Way and
Hope St corridor as a city boulevard
New and improved Commercial Rd and Market Way
pedestrian crossing points for greater convenience,
safety and comfort
Network of new streets flanked by mid-rise city blocks
making north-south and east-west connections including
between Hope St and Charlotte St
Linear green space linking New Landport and the new
major public space with Landport Gate
New pocket squares and parks throughout
Placemaker tall buildings to mark key network
intersections and the major new public space
Charlotte St reimagined to become a fully-functioning
city street with new active frontages to Cascades and
the development facing it, along with public realm
enhancements

•

SEH Rapid Transport route given exclusive access to pick
up and drop off in the new major public space
A high quality public realm, centred on the new public
space
New commercial and residential development around St
Agatha’s RC Church to reincorporate the building in to the
city fabric and create an appropriate frontage to Market
Way
Strategic tree and other planting to help address micro
climate issues as well as create a pleasant and rich
environment and improve air quality

portsmouth city centre development strategy
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CASCADES

HM NAVAL BASE

A3 MILE END ROAD

NEW LANDPORT - FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN MODEL
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COMMERCIAL RD TO NEW CITY SQUARE: new buildings, an improved public realm, better street links and a destination city square will reinvigorate and
strengthen the main spine, helping to showcase the historic route to best effect
portsmouth city centre development strategy
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HM NAVAL BASE
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CASCADES

VICTORIA PARK

NEW LANDPORT - FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN MODEL
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Paradise
Context
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Parallel with Commercial Rd to the east is Paradise St, its
dismal current condition at odds with its optimistic name.
Commercial Rd itself represents the city centre’s traditional
high street having been the key historic route that led
visitors into the city from elsewhere. It remains a well
defined, positively-enclosed street channelling pedestrians
north-south through the city centre. Cascades indoor
shopping centre dominates the west side of the street and
provides a significant proportion of the retail offer. Typical
of developments of this era, it is an internalised privatelymanaged space, and a monolithic structure that acts as a
crucial barrier to movement in the city centre.
The area offers little in terms of evening entertainment and
large parts of the area are therefore deserted after dark.
EDIN

The public realm and built fabric in the majority of this area
is tired and lacklustre with the majority of buildings at 3-4
storeys. Established trees populate the two main pedestrian
streets whilst there is a park-playground on Buckingham St.
The Jubilee Fountain is a valued local feature.
The built form and pattern of streets to the east are
particularly fragmented. Crasswell St forms an important
link into the city centre for residential communities, though
the route is currently dominated by the Tesco superstore
which consists of a multi storey car park and unwelcoming
pedestrian undercroft.
Identity and character
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PORTSMOUTH & SOUTHSEA
RAILWAY STATION
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reimagined, reconnected as
“ Repurposed,
the commercial / social / trading fulcrum of
the re-modelled city centre
“
Identity and character
More than any other part of the master plan area the
Paradise area involves regeneration and renewal more than
development. Whilst significant opportunities do exist on the
east side of Commercial Rd for redevelopment the majority
of the exercise here relates to finding new uses for existing
spaces.
This area will continue to be Portsmouth’s shopping heart, a
reinvigorated and distinct experience based around Cascades.
However, there will be a greater mix of uses with
complementary activities relating to education, health, foodand-beverage, culture and community.
Introducing more leisure and entertainment which serve the
needs of local residents, workers and visitors will ensure that
the area is active both during the day and into the evening.
A grand public realm of high calibre design and enduring
materials along Commercial Rd are essential to lifting
the appeal of the area. Shopfront improvements, artistic
interventions and occasional events will also play their part.
Commercial Road will remain pedestrianised with service
vehicle accessing properties out of hours only.

Northern end of Commercial Rd (top),
Arundel St looking west to Commercial Rd
(middle), Edinburgh Rd (bottom)
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Both the physical environment of Cascades and its shopping
offer will be refreshed to maintain its role as the retail focus.
The Charlotte St and Unicorn Rd frontages should be altered
to accommodate active uses so these once again become
pleasant and safe city streets. In the longer term the existing
structure could be reviewed and adapted based on the model
of other recent arcade shopping centres in the UK.
Portsmouth’s city centre market, selling food, clothing and
other goods, will continue to be supported and in the longer
term should be moved indoors to the atrium space within
Cascades.
Renewal and development on the eastern side of Commercial
Rd between Lake Rd and Arundel St will create easier and
more pleasant routes for pedestrians, emulating the dense,
connected network of streets that historically characterised the
area.
Open space provision in the Paradise area can be enhanced
with the expansion of the green park at Buckingham St. A
larger green space here will help improve the relationship
between the city centre and neighbouring residential
communities.
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NLP3

NLP2
NLP1

NLP5

NLP4

NLP6

NLP10
NLP13
NLP8

NLP12

NLP7

PAR4

NLSP

NLP11

PAR2
PAR3
PAR1

PAR5

PARADISE - FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN

PAR6

PAR7

New City Block

City Space

City Streets with Pedestrian
Focussed Investment

Local Green Space

Major Access Intervention

Pedestrian Route

PAR8

PAR9

PAR13

PAR10

PAR11

PAR14

Main Pedestrian
Spine

Active Ground Floor Uses (cafes,
restaurants, shops, workplaces)

Extended Spine
(Linear Park)

Active Development Frontage
(regular doors, windows, balconies)

Zip Street

Existing Key Building

PAR12

PAR15
PAR17
PAR16
WKS1
WKS2
WKS3

WKS4
WKS5

Reactivated Cascades
Frontage

Tall Placemaker Building

Key Crossing
Location

Conservation Area

City Wide Green Space

Dockyard Wall

City Wide Square

WKS9

WKS6
WKS7

WKS8

GAV5

GAV1
GAV6

GAV7

GAV2
GAV3

GAV4
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PARADISE - LAND USES
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Capacity
The framework master plan for the city centre identifies
a number of potential development opportunities for the
Paradise area.
In overall capacity (GIA) terms the framework master plan
shows the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

92,105 sqm residential (approximately 1540 dwellings)
2,128 sqm shops
7,973 sqm social/leisure
1,366 sqm community
New park & expansion of park at Buckingham St
Blocks PAR2, PAR6, PAR13, PAR14 & PAR17 (focal/key
corner buildings)

Scale
It is important that the scale of new development does not
overpower the townscape in existing communities to the east.
A consistent mid-rise building height along Commercial Rd will
create help unify this important thoroughfare.
Broad range of 6 storeys.

BLOCK

GEA

FLOORSPACE PREFERRED USES & TYPOLOGY
(GIA)

NO. STOREYS

Cascades & Commercial Rd
PAR1
4,221 sqm
3,583 sqm
PAR2
5,406 sqm
4,595 sqm
PAR3
9,798 sqm
8,328 sqm
PAR4
7,845 sqm
6,665 sqm
PAR5
5,075 sqm
4,309 sqm
PAR6
7,398 sqm
6,288 sqm

Mixed: GF retail with mansion house residential above
Mixed: GF retail with mansion house residential above
Mixed: GF retail with mix of 1 & 2 beds above
Residential: conventional block of 1 & 2 bed apartments
Residential: conventional block of 1 & 2 bed apartments
Mixed: GF retail with mix of 1, 2 & 3 bed apartments above

6
6
6
6
6
6

PAR7

6,537 sqm

5,556 sqm

Residential: conventional block of 1 & 2 bed apartments

6

PAR8
PAR9
PAR10
PAR11

4,829 sqm
9,510 sqm
3,960 sqm
6,318 sqm

4,100 sqm
8,083 sqm
3,366 sqm
5,380 sqm

6
6
6
6

PAR12

2,586 sqm

2,198 sqm

PAR13
PAR14
PAR15
PAR16
PAR17
Totals

10,147 sqm
5,124 sqm
6,762 sqm
5,682 sqm
20,667 sqm
121,865
sqm

8,624 sqm
4,355 sqm
5,747 sqm
4,829 sqm
17,566 sqm
103,572 sqm

Mixed: 2 storeys health/community with 1 & 2 bed apartments above
Mixed: GF retail with mix of 1, 2 & 3 bed apartments above
Mixed: GF social/leisure with 1 & 2 bed apartments above
Mixed: GF commercial and residential. Conventional block of 1 & 2 bed
apartments above
Mixed: GF commercial unit. Conventional block of 1 & 2 bed apartments
above
Mixed: GF retail with mansion house residential above
Mixed: GF retail with mansion house residential above
Mixed: GF retail with 1,2 & 3 bed apartments above
Mixed: GF retail with 1,2 & 3 bed apartments above
Mixed: GF retail with 1,2 & 3 bed apartments above

6
6
6
6
6
6
6 storey range

GF = ground floor
Conv = convenience store
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Key interventions

•

Key development opportunities include:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

102

Fundamental shift from a shopping high street-focus to a
rich range of active public-facing uses in Commercial Rd
and Cascades
Redesign of Commercial Rd as a grand pedestrian spine
with a vibrant and striking public realm, incorporating art
installations, lighting and colour to enliven the day and
evening
Re-elevated north and west facades to Cascades with
active ground floor uses to add an external presence to
the indoor mall and enhance Charlotte Street and Unicorn
Rd
Repurpose Cascades as a mixed use hub with shopping,
leisure, community, healthcare and workspace
Enhanced streetscape and landscape in important local
approach streets Arundel St, Crasswell St and Lake Rd
Expand and redefine the green space at Buckingham St,
with new development blocks providing active frontages
and overlooking of the space
Encourage a broader market offer, with regular specialist
markets and events, and relocate the main market inside
Cascades
Extend the Lake Rd green corridor into the city centre
along Charlotte St
Add a new open space at Crasswell St as part of city
greening
Redevelop Edinburgh St as a focus for independent
businesses, with arcade style frontages that develop a
distinctive boutique shopping experience

•

•
•

Redevelop Tesco superstore / Crasswell St multi storey
car park / Paradise St / Buckingham St and Jacob’s St
to create a significant new residential community and a
connected and coherent pattern of streets
A new east-west link from Crasswell St / Commercial
Rd and Brewer St to Charlotte St to form a firmer link
between the New Landport and Paradise areas, and
improve the interface between the city centre and
adjacent communities
Strategic tree and other planting to help address micro
climate issues as well as create a pleasant and rich
environment and improve air quality
Improved wayfinding for visitors in this key central
location
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VICTORIA PARK
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Work-Station
CASCADES

Context
Portsmouth & Southsea Station is a key arrival point into the
city. High volumes of pedestrians, cyclists, buses and vehicles
move through the area, particularly at peak hours causing
tensions and conflicts between users. The constrained station
forecourt, poor pedestrian crossings and rail overbridge
combine to create a challenging and unattractive local
environment. The impressive Victorian station building is lost in
this cacophony whilst the former marshalling yards to the rear
are now surface car parking for a retail store.
There has been a recent boom in student accommodation
within the area. The former Zurich building on Stanhope Rd,
now Catherine House, dominates the skyline and represents
one of the most striking tall buildings within the city, clothed as
it is in near black cladding. The completions of Stanhope House
and Crown Place on the northern side of Station St also add to
the number of taller student housing towers in this area.

LOWER
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STATION
ST

PORTSMOUTH & SOUTHSEA
RAILWAY STATION

VICTORIA PARK

A number of sites within the area are underused, such as the
Matalan and Post Office sites with vacant buildings and surface
level car parks.

GUILDHALL
SQUARE
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workspaces at a key gateway
“ Accessible
location focussed on new patterns of work
& enterprise & lifestyles
“
Identity and character
A reinvigorated station environment will be an essential shift
in the attractiveness, connectivity and image of the city centre.
Development in this area, both private buildings and public
realm, offers a chance to recast one of the key arrival points
to the city. The streetscape and landscape treatment of this
area should reflect its role as a major civic gateway and a key
location within the city centre. Although a complex project with
many site challenges and infrastructure-related demands, a
major overhaul of the station and surrounding public realm,
including the bridge and underpass, must be prioritised.
As well as its importance for arrival and sustainable travel, this
area has a major role in providing high quality employment
space in the future city centre. Work-Station should evolve as
the principal location for clean, modern workspace in the city
centre. Live-Work, Co-Work, Shared space and more traditional
models should co-exist here, along with residential uses,
service uses and food-and-beverage.

Density in terms of floorspace could be significantly increased
in this location but must be focussed on employment space.
Mixed-use schemes would be ideal but the employment space
provided must be more than token.
Cities may not build Central Business Districts anymore but
this area will be the closest thing to it in central Portsmouth.
Whether the companies located here be dynamic new
post-startups or the back-office functions of established
organisations it is essential that the area is focussed on
providing all they need to flourish. The accessibility of the
location, combined with the array of facilities and amenities on
hand, will appeal to all ages, not just millenials .
New homes will also be part of the mix in this area, along
with existing student accommodation and hotels. The ideal
is to create an area not overly dominated by any single use,
and one which will join seamlessly with adjoining areas in all
directions.

Commercial Rd looking south towards Guildhall
Square (top), Pedestrian Crossing at Station St
(middle), Station St Car Park (bottom)
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Capacity
The framework master plan for the city centre identifies a
number of potential development opportunities for Station.
In overall capacity (GIA) terms the framework master plan
shows the following:
•
•
•
•
•

46,456 sqm residential (approximately 777 dwellings)
25,830 sqm commercial
1,107 sqm social/leisure
New station square-space
Blocks WKS3, WKS4 and WKS5 taller placemakers

Scale
This is a critical development area with a major role as a point
of arrival to the city centre. There are already a number of
tall buildings in this area and there is scope to add to these
at prominent locations on Commercial Rd and along Station
St in order to raise the profile of the Work-Station area. More
importantly this will help deliver critical mass in terms of
workers, residents and visitors to support businesses and
services, both within the area and within walking distance of it.
Broad range of 6-20 storeys.
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BLOCK

GEA

FLOORSPACE PREFERRED USES & TYPOLOGY
(GIA)

NO. STOREYS

Station
WKS1
WKS2

6,363 sqm
7,214 sqm

5,406 sqm
6,131 sqm

6
6

WKS3
WKS4

11,958 sqm
10,970 sqm

10,149 sqm
9,324 sqm

WKS5

14,160 sqm

12,028 sqm

WKS6
WKS7
WKS8
WKS9
Totals

7,424 sqm
8,176 sqm
12,606 sqm
7,506 sqm
86,377 sqm

6,310 sqm
6,950 sqm
10,715 sqm
6,380 sqm
73,393 sqm

GF = ground floor
Conv = convenience store

Mixed: GF commercial. Mix of 1, 2 & 3 bed apartments
Residential: 3 storey hybrid townhouses with 1, 2 & 3 bed apartments
above
Mixed: GF retail with 1, 2 & 3 bed apartments above in tower
Mixed: GF commercial with mansion house residential above. 10 storeys
fronting Station St. 6 storeys to north
Mixed: GF commercial with mansion house residential above. 10 storeys
fronting Station St. 6 storeys to north
Commercial block
Commercial block
Mixed: 50/50 split residential & live-work
Mixed: 50/50 split residential & live-work

20
6-10
6-10
8
8
6
6
6-20 storey range
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NLP10
NLP13
NLP8

NLP12

NLP7

PAR4

NLSP

NLP11

PAR2
PAR3
PAR1

PAR5

PAR6

PAR7
PAR8

PAR9

PAR13

PAR10

PAR11

PAR14

WORK-STATION - FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN

PAR12

PAR15
PAR17
PAR16
WKS1
WKS2

New City Block

City Space

City Streets with Pedestrian
Focussed Investment

Local Green Space

Major Access Intervention

Business Hub

Main Pedestrian
Spine

Pedestrian Route

Extended Spine
(Linear Park)

Active Ground Floor Uses (cafes,
restaurants, shops, workplaces)

Zip Street

Active Development Frontage
(regular doors, windows, balconies)

Reactivated Cascades
Frontage

Existing Key Building

WKS3

WKS4
WKS5

WKS7

Tall Placemaker Building

City Wide Green Space

Conservation Area

WKS8

GAV5

GAV1
GAV6

GAV7

GAV2
GAV3

Key Crossing
Location

WKS9

WKS6

GAV4
GAV9

GAV12
GAV11
GAV8
GAV10

City Wide Square

Dockyard Wall

GAV16
GAV13

GAV14

GAV15

GAV17
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WORK-STATION - LAND USES
Residential

Hotel

Education / University

Civic

Service

Work

Social / Leisure

Community / Health

Retail

Area Identity

Business Hub
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Key interventions
Key development opportunities include:
•

•
•

•
•
•

A new Station Square offering a clean, clear and clutterfree welcome to central Portsmouth, raising the spirits of
commuters & visitors as they venture into the city centre,
with a new public space on the northern side of the
listed station building. Significant improvements beyond
in connecting streets to prioritise pedestrian and cycle
connections to key destinations
New contemporary employment space in a variety of
formats focussed on Station Street frontages
Public realm and public art scheme to change perceptions
of the existing railway bridge & underpass, potentially
including decorative, colourful and/or reflective cladding
and creative, interactive and/or animated lighting
Restore and enhance the appearance & setting of the
listed railway station building
Major cycle service provision as part of this transport
hub, including high-quality covered parking, servicing and
repair facilities, changing and showering facilities
Residential, retail and service floorspace as part of a
mixed-use employment area
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CASCADES

VICTORIA PARK

WORK-STATION - FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN MODEL
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GUILDHALL
SQUARE
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Guildhall & Victoria
Context

HM NAVAL BASE

The Guildhall and nearby Victoria Park are the primary civic
statements in the city centre, representing splendid Victorian
symbols of confidence in the city and the need to make
long-term provision for its citizens. They continue to be major
destinations in the city. Commanded by The Guildhall, Guildhall
Square is the most important and recognisable public space in
the city.

PORTSMOUTH & SOUTHSEA
RAILWAY STATION
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GUILDHALL
SQUARE

Guildhall Walk forms part of the main pedestrian route through
the area. It is a focus for cultural and evening activity with
the New Theatre Royal alongside bars and restaurants.
Characterful and attractive it is busy and calm during the day,
changing to lively and bustling in the evenings. To the west,
King Henry I St links the city centre to Gunwharf Quays via Park
Rd, though pedestrians will find their route to Anglesea Road
somewhat circuitous.

GU

ILD

The area includes the Civic Offices completed in 1976 as part
of a major redevelopment extending east along Isambard
Brunel Rd and south to Winston Churchill Ave. The area
includes key cultural and entertainment destinations including
the Frank Lloyd-Wrightesque Central Library. Whilst this grand
redevelopment included significant new pedestrian areas it
also created too many buildings, in addition to The Guildhall
itself, which lacked ground level activity. The Guildhall building
could be improved if proposals to add a glassy new side
extension for a new restaurant, bar and café can be realised.
The single most harmful feature of the 1976 development was
the inclusion of a significant northern wing to the civic centre
which continues to act as a visual barrier between the square
and the rest of the city centre to the north.

VICTORIA
PARK

WINSTON CHURCHILL

AVENUE
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principal visitor and events destination led by
“ The
culture new and old. An outdoor room celebrating
food, families, entertainment & park life “
Winston Churchill Ave defines the southern edge of the area.
Its wide, dual-carriageway and anti-pedestrian features firmly
discourage inter-connectivity.
Victoria Park, laid out in 1878, is a leafy and well maintained
public green space. Although partly cut-off by buildings to the
east and the railway line to the south, it offers a number of
facilities including an aviary and animal enclosure, fountain,
café and places to sit. Its southern entrances are not obvious
in many instances, although it is directly connected to Guildhall
Square, King Henry I Street and Stanhope Rd.
A number of sites across the area, especially to the south-east,
are underused with vacant buildings and surface as well as
multi storey level car parks.

Identity and character
The social heart of the city centre will continue to be focussed
on Guildhall Square & Guildhall Walk. Its heritage and mix of
uses ensure this is a distinct and vibrant location offering a
range of social, leisure and living activities. New development
here should aim to celebrate and respect the area’s cultural
history, including its many fine heritage buildings and features.
A contemporary public realm scheme for Guildhall Square will
transform this space and become a defining image of the new
city centre. New public-facing leisure uses will front the square
and attract a broad clientele, whilst also offering views of the
grand Guildhall and making the area safer in to the evening.
Redevelopment of the city’s Courts complex to the south
east, together with the surface and multi-storey car parks on
Isambard Brunel Rd will create the opportunity for a new grid
of residential blocks bringing much-needed housing close to
the heart of the city. The fine grain of streets will lead to a new
public space offering the new neighbourhood its own focus.
Designed around streets the area will become reintegrated
with its neighbours.

Guildhall Square and Civic Offices
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Winston Churchill Ave can become a true city boulevard with
a public realm project that reclaims much of the carriageway
space for pedestrian and cycle movement, as well as green
landscaping, seating, and even events spaces. A main bus
corridor, the route can be downgraded for private motor
vehicles to the extent that formal pedestrian crossings are no
longer needed. By changing the character of this street the
area adjoining to the south should see an uplift in interest,
footfall and values.
The University’s King Henry Building is a major blockage for
pedestrians walking towards Guildhall Square from the west.
Redeveloping this site will improve pedestrian legibility and
connectivity, including opening up views into and out of the
city centre.
Victoria Park will continue to serve both visitors and local
residents as an exemplar civic green space. Entrance and
landscape improvements should be sensitive to the Park’s
historic legacy, help visitors orientate themselves and
accommodate everyday uses as well as special events. The
proposed 13 storey University academic building on the
Victoria Park site will enhance the city’s image with a new
landmark, and will also deliver a new, publicly accessible route
between the Park and King Henry I St.
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Capacity
The framework master plan for the city centre identifies a
number of potential development opportunities for Guildhall &
Victoria Park.

BLOCK

GEA

FLOORSPACE PREFERRED USES & TYPOLOGY
(GIA)

NO. STOREYS

10
10
6

Guildhall & Victoria Park
GAV1
GAV2
GAV3

4,365 sqm
5,758 sqm
11,714 sqm

3,706 sqm
4,894 sqm
9,957 sqm

GAV4
GAV5
GAV6

2,730 sqm
3,114 sqm
23,312 sqm

2,320 sqm
2,645 sqm
19,815 sqm

GAV7
GAV8
GAV9
GAV10
GAV11

8,210 sqm
2,056 sqm
1,920 sqm
4,781 sqm
7,497 sqm

6,979 sqm
1,747 sqm
1,632 sqm
4,059 sqm
6,372 sqm

Scale

GAV2

7,362 sqm

6,258 sqm

A range of development scales will be appropriate across
this part of the city centre bearing in mind various heritage
assets, key arrival points and the enclosure of existing and new
streets. Anglesea Rd and Winston Churchill Ave can support
taller elements which will act as markers or gateways to the
city centre. Buildings will otherwise step down to medium rise
as part of the overall approach to development within the city
centre, as well as in response to the more intimate scale of
Guildhall Walk.

GAV13
GAV14
GAV15

4,650 sqm
9,287 sqm
5,786 sqm

3,952 sqm
7,894 sqm
4,918 sqm

GAV16

6,102 sqm

5,187 sqm

GAV17

6,333 sqm

5,383 sqm

Totals

114,977
sqm

97,718 sqm

In overall capacity (GIA) terms the framework master plan
shows the following:
In overall capacity terms:
•
•
•
•
•

74,101 sqm residential (approximately 1222 dwellings)
11,384 sqm commercial
3,633 sqm social/leisure
New neighbourhood park/square
Blocks GAV1, GAV2 and GAV18 taller placemakers

Broad range of 4 (Guildhall Walk) to 15 storeys.

Education: University teaching accommodation
Education: University conference centre & teaching accommodation
Residential: North, south and west aspects 3 storey hybrid townhouses
with 1 & 2 bed apartments above. East aspect mix of 1 & 2 beds
Residential: mansion house
Mixed: GF commercial & residential. Block of 1 & 2 bed apartments above
Mixed: Focal public building - food hall, conference venue & hotel. Top 4
storeys residential
Residential: 3 storey hybrid townhouses with 1 & 2 bed apartments above
Mixed: GF bar/café with 1 & 2 bed apartments above
Mixed: GF bar/café with 1 & 2 bed apartments above
Residential: 1 & 2 bed apartments
Residential: North & south aspects 3 storey hybrid townhouses with 1 & 2
bed apartments above. Block of 1 & 2 bed apartments
Residential: North & south aspects 3 storey hybrid townhouses with 1 & 2
bed apartments above. Remainder residential
Commercial: start up/incubator business space
Residential: 3 storey hybrid townhouses with 1 & 2 bed apartments above
Residential: North aspect 3 storey hybrid townhouses with 1 & 2 bed
apartments above. South, east & west aspect mix of 1 & 2 beds
Residential: North, south & east aspects 3 storey hybrid townhouses with
1 & 2 bed apartments above. West aspect mix of 1 & 2 beds
Mixed: GF social/leisure & residential. North aspect 3 storey hybrid
townhouses with 1 & 2 bed apartments above. East & west aspects mix of
1 & 2 beds

6
6
8
6
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6-10
6
6-15
4-15 storey range

GF = ground floor
Conv = convenience store
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NLP12
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NLSP

NLP11

PAR2
PAR3
PAR1

PAR5

PAR6

PAR7
PAR8

PAR9

PAR13

PAR10

PAR11

PAR14

PAR12

PAR15
PAR17
PAR16
WKS1
WKS2
WKS3

GUILDHALL & VICTORIA PARK - INDICATIVE MASTERPLAN
WKS4
WKS5

New City Block

City Space

WKS9

WKS6
WKS7

City Streets with Pedestrian
Focussed Investment

Local Green Space

Major Access Intervention

Pedestrian Route

Main Pedestrian
Spine

Active Ground Floor Uses (cafes,
restaurants, shops, workplaces)

Extended Spine
(Linear Park)

Active Development Frontage
(regular doors, windows, balconies)

GAV5

GAV1
GAV6

GAV7

GAV2
GAV3

Zip Street

Existing Key Building

Reactivated Cascades
Frontage

Tall Placemaker Building

Key Crossing
Location

Conservation Area

City Wide Green Space

Dockyard Wall

GAV4
GAV9

GAV12
GAV11
GAV8
GAV10

GAV16
GAV13

GAV14

GAV15

City Wide Square
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GUILDHALL & VICTORIA PARK - LAND USES
Residential

Hotel

Education / University

Civic

Service

Work

Social / Leisure

Community / Health

Retail

Area Identity
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Key interventions
Key development opportunities include:
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

116

Maintain and strengthen the appeal of Guildhall & Victoria
as THE cultural and leisure destination for the city centre
both daytime and evenings, for the widest cross-section
of local people and city visitors
Redesign of Guildhall Square as a contemporary public
space seamlessly connected with the local street network.
Redevelopment of the Civic Offices to create a new hotel/
apartment/food hall building facing The Guildhall and
open up views and pedestrian routes north to the railway
station and Commercial Road
Frame the north side of Guildhall Square with a sensitively
designed apartment and restaurant building adjacent to
the WWI Cenotaph Memorial
New mixed-use residential blocks to transform Charles
Dickens St from a service road to a positive city street
Redevelop the Law Courts, Combined Court Centre
buildings and Isambard Brunel Car Parks to create a
sustainable new residential community on a connected
and ougtward-looking network of streets
Reconnect King Henry I Street for pedestrians by
redeveloping the King Henry Building
Improve the entrances, edges and approaches to Victoria
Park to increase its attractiveness and use

•
•

•

Welcome the new University landmark building adjacent
to Victoria Park as a key positive statement reflecting and
projecting confidence in the city centre
Repurpose Winston Churchill Ave from an urban highway
to a modern city boulevard blessed by mature trees and
space for wider footways, greenery and easy crossing for
pedestrians
Focus public realm investment on principal pedestrian
corridors such as the route from Guildhall Square and
Central Library south to Winston Churchill Ave

03_ THE FRAMEWORK

HM NAVAL
BASE
CASCADES

PORTSMOUTH & SOUTHSEA
RAILWAY STATION

GUILDHALL & VICTORIA FRAMEWORK MASTER PLAN MODEL
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REIMAGINED GUILDHALL SQUARE: the square has many assets, redevelopment of the Civic Offices will open it up to the station area and wider views, with an improved public realm,
where water features, cafes, bars and restaurants will help to showcase the square to best advantage
118
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REIMAGINED GUILDHALL SQUARE IN THE EVENING: lighting can be used to highlight whole buildings or architectural features, to define
the square and railway bridge and reflect the architectural character and use. It can also be public art in its own right, creating a spectacle for
celebrations and a dynamic, exciting and safe night-time city environment with an iconic, easily recognisable skyline
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3.3 Framework Master Plan Summary
The frame work master plan seeks to ensure the city centre
continues to be the strong and healthy heart of the city. The
urban design principles which will guide development seek to
create a beautiful, durable and adaptable place – one which
is more compact, more diverse, easier to get around, greener
and healthier, and looked after by its happy residents. The
future city centre will combine its proud heritage with a pride
in its new modernity. Underpinning its evolution will be a
step change in place-making and a renewed and sustained
emphasis on public realm as the key civic offering in a
civilised, attractive, welcoming and open city.
Delivering a successful and well-designed future city centre
should exemplify the design principles set out in section 2,
namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New city gateways at Landport Gate and the
railway station mark arrival to a network of
city streets linking existing and new mixed-use
neighbourhoods

CONNECTED

Sustainable transport from the macro (trains
and ferries) to the micro (by foot or cycle)
offering infinite connections to, from and
through the master plan area

DIVERSE

Mixed uses throughout as well as a focus
on housing, civic, employment and leisure in
distinct identity areas like Work-Station and
Guildhall & Victoria

DELIGHTFUL

An extended city centre offering a multitude of
new places and spaces, businesses and play
areas to experience and explore

Welcoming
Connected
Diverse
Delightful
Beautiful
Green
Healthy
Safe
Enduring
Resilient
Intelligent
Playful

BEAUTIFUL

Tree-lined streets, lush green pocket parks,
neighbourhood cafes, nurseries and intergenerational community spaces, together with
built form make the city beautiful for everyone

GREEN

DELIVERING A BEAUTIFUL, ENDURING &
ADAPTABLE CITY CENTRE
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WELCOMING

Green and Blue infrastructure structure the
master plan area, with elements such as
a linear park combining play, SUDs, urban
cooling, biodiversity and social interaction

03_ THE FRAMEWORK

HEALTHY

Walkable and cyclable streets and routes
extending throughout and drawing
neighbouring communities in to the master
plan area

SAFE

Positive and active frontages supporting safe
pedestrian routes. Residents living throughout the
master plan area offering informal stewardship
alongside business and civic leaders

24/7

ENDURING

A master plan based on flexible principles
typified by mid-rise, naturally-ventilated
buildings, a simple, legible movement network,
and generous public realm

RESILIENT

A master plan built around flexible building
types, a mixed-use ethos, integrated
communities, and neighbourhoods designed
to accommodate future climate change

INTELLIGENT

A wide range of development opportunities,
public and private, allowing residents,
businesses, the university & others to lead or
help in delivery

PLAYFUL

Play, relaxation and social interaction encourged
in the public realm by Play Streets, pocket parks,
informal seating, or infrastructure designed to
add a playful purpose
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03_ THE FRAMEWORK

The grandeur of the Guildhall at Guildhall Square
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I.I Building types

City block reference: PAR14 (6 storey)
Typology: Urban mansion house with
ground floor active frontage and
apartments above

The Master Plan offers the opportunity to utilise a range of
building types and formats. These are primarily related to
residential or partly-residential buildings.
New city living typologies will provide communal as well as
private amenity space for residents. The height, massing and
aspect of these blocks within the master plan area should be
carefully considered in order to address their immediate street
context, avoid overshadowed public places, and make the most
of daylight and sunlight in courtyards where used.

Isometric
d
a

c
b
a

d

City Block Reference: PAR1 (6 storey)
Typology: Urban mansion house with
ground floor active frontage and
apartments above

d

Isometric
c
b
a
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c

Plan form
a Active ground floor (eg. shop, cafe, restaurant)
b Habitable space
c Vertical core
d Assembled block

Each of the city living typologies will complement the type of
street or public space they address, and will contribute to the
character of the area and living environment within this part of
the city centre.
The typologies presented in this section should not be seen
as prescriptive or exhaustive, but as illustrative proposals
showing some of the ways in which the design principles and
themes highlighted in the framework master plan could be
delivered. For each typology a brief description is provided,
together with the city block reference as it relates to the
framework master plan, an isometric model and plan form.

b

a

b

Plan form
a Active ground floor
b Habitable space
c Vertical core
d Assembled block

c

d
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City block reference: WKS5 (6-10 storey)
Typology: Urban block with ground floor
active uses and frontage and apartments
above

d
a
c

Isometric

b

c

d

Plan form
a
b
c
d

b

a

City block reference: LPG8 (3-6 storey)
Typology: Perimeter block with central
courtyard, ground floor active uses and
frontages, townhouses and apartments
above

Active ground floor (eg. workplaces)
Habitable space
Vertical core
Assembled block

f
e

Isometric
d
c

a

b

a

b

c

d

e

f

Plan form
a Active ground floor (eg. shop, cafe, restaurant)
b Active ground floor (eg. workplaces)
c Habitable space (townhouse)
d Habitable space (apartment)
e Vertical core
f Assembled block
portsmouth city centre development strategy
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City block reference: GAV14 (3-6 storey)
Typology: Perimeter block with ground
floor active frontage, townhouses and
apartments above

d

c

Isometric

a

a
b
c
d

a

City block reference: NLP10 (3-6 storey)
Typology: Perimeter block with central
courtyard, ground floor active uses
and frontages, with townhouses and
apartments above

d

Active ground floor (eg. workplaces)
Habitable space
Vertical core
Assembled block

e

d

Isometric

a
c

b
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c

Plan form

b

a

b

b

Plan form
a
b
c
d
e

Active ground floor (eg. workplaces)
Habitable space (townhouses)
Habitable space (apartments)
Vertical core
Assembled block

c

d

e
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City block reference: GAV17 (6-15 storey)
Typology: Podium and tower with ground
floor active frontage, townhouses and
apartments above
e
Isometric

b

a
d

c

c

d

e

Plan form
a
b
c
d
e

Active ground floor (eg. shop, cafe, restaurant)
Habitable space (townhouse)
Habitable space (apartment)
Vertical core
Assembled block

b

a
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I.II Framework master plan assumptions
The following high-level assumptions have been used in
developing the framework master plan in relation to new
developments:
Building Use & Standards
Commercial/Civic office* - Format: flexible floorplates, natural
ventilation, Scale: 15m depth, 4m floor-to-floor

Car Parking
Higher End Scenario: Zero for all uses approach apart from the
provision of mobility spaces and car club spaces only (except
in exceptional circumstances).
Lower End Scenario: Residents parking only at 50%.

R&D/Tech/Workshop - Scale: 15m depth, 4m floor-to-floor

Cycle Parking
Residential - secured and covered - 1 or 2 long stay spaces
per dwelling.
Commercial/Leisure - on street communal.

Leisure/Sports* - Format: Multi-use inc small hall, Scale: 4m
floor-to-floor generally

For all categories of parking including scooters see the SPD
April 2020.

Health/Well-being* - Format: multi-use hub, future flexibility,
Scale: 3.5m floor-to-floor generally
Learning* - Format: flexible space, Scale: 3.5m floor-to-floor
Community* - Format: flexible space, Scale: 3.5m floor-to-floor
Residential* - (also see New London Plan Policy D4) Format:
flats 1/2/3 bed / townhouses 3/4 bed Nationally Described
Space Standards, Scale: 3m floor-to-floor
* = mixed-use compatible (when quiet, and business hours)
Housing internal space standards (NDSS) - (single storey flats)
1 bed/2 person 50m2, 2 bed/3 person 61m2, 2 bed/4 person
70m2, 3 bed/4 person 74m2, (three storey townhouse) 3
bed/6 person 108m2
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Servicing & Refuse
Via on street kerbside or designated bays or via internal open
courtyards.
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